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INTRODUCTION
The design and implementation of a digital (numerical) optical
matrix-vector multiplier are presented in this report. A Hughes liquid
crystal light valve, (LCLV) [1], the residue arithmetic representation
[2], and a holographic optical memory are used to construct position
coded optical look up tables [3]. All operations are performed in
effectively one light valve response time with a high information
density.
The purpose of this work is to present the design, and
demonstration of a matrix-vector multiplier designed for minimum
computation time. Many operations are processed simultaneously by
efficiently utilizing the large number of image elements accessible in a
spatial light modulator. The look up table approach, a holographic
memory, and position coding using the residue arithmetic representation
reduce the effective computation time to one device response time
regardless of the matrix size. This provides a practical computing
mechanism with a high throughput. As a typical end product of this
design, 220 simultaneous 2x2 matrix-vector products could be performed,
each with a dynamic range of 1155.
The interest in matrix multiplication is twofold. Matrix
multiplication is a fundamental mathematical tool emploYed in computer
solutions of many real-world systems with applications in a variety of
disciplines. On the other hand, matrix multiplication presents an
opportunity to study the advantages of using parallel optical processing
in computers (in both hardware and software) as opposed to using
sequential computing machines in cases where parallel arithmetic
operations are inherently more appropriate, such as in matrix
multiplication.
Background
Optical computing has been investigated for several decades. It
has taken both analog and digital forms and has been considered for a
range of applications as a means of performing high speed, parallel
computations. A review of the pertinent features of optical data
processing is presented in Appendix A. Analog optical techniques based
on the theory of Fourier optics and used to perform optical correlation,
pattern recognition, and image processing have been well established in
the literature [4,5,6].
More recently, digital optical computing has been studied [7,8] and
demonstrated [9,10,11]. In optical digital computing the fundamental
advantages are the high information density associated with the parallel
processing of optical signals in a two dimensional array format, as
opposed to serial (high speed) processing in digital electronic
circuits, and also the ability to propagate optical signals in a small
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volume without being limited by interference between signals or
channels. Digital optical computer designs range from dedicated
processors with specific applications such as the work presented in this
report for implementing an optical matrix vector multiplier [12], to the
general all purpose optical computer designs [13,14].
In order to perform real time computing it is necessary to have a
nonlinear optical transducer, typically in the form of a spatial light
modulator (SLM). In this design the SLM is the Hughes liquid crystal
light valve (LCLV); it has been used in previous work in a range of
optical computation applications [15,16,17,18]. Other optical light
modulators [19] and transducers being tested and used include the MSLM
[20], the TI deformable mirror device [21], (OTO-DMD), and semiconductor
based etalon devices [14,22,23,24].
One approach to optical computing relies on systolic array
processors employing the principle of sequential shifting of the input
and output matrix elements [25] designed to implement the repeated
multiplication and addition operations used in matrix multiplication.
Several such designs have been reported using acousto-optic transducers
[26] and RUBIC cube processors [27,28].
A different approach is presented here [29]. Specific aspects of
this approach for matrix multiplication to be considered include the
Hughes LCLV just mentioned, residue arithmetic, position coding, and
holographic memory.
Optical matrix multiplier designs generally have inputs in an array
in one plane imaged individually, by rows or columns, or in parallel via
lenses onto a 'processing' plane. In this plane the input information
is 'operated' upon to generate the desired arithmetic manipulations to
perform multiplication or addition. The results of this 'processing'
are in turn imagedback via further anamorphic optics onto an output
plane where an output array represents the product vector or matrix.
The ground work for optical matrix-vector algebra was initially
presented by Cutrona [5] and later developed and improved by Heinz
et al. [30]. However, such techniques were not designed with efficiency
as a goal; energy in the form of irrelevant light outputs had to be
sacrificed, especially as the matrix order increased. Intensity coding
of inputs and outputs was used in various digital designs; typical of
works reported by Tamuraand Wyant [25], andsuch systems are the
Goodman,et al. [31].
Position coding of inputs and
multiplication has been used by Huang, and Guest and Gaylord, [3,32,33]
as a means of establishing a high signal to noise ratio. Position
coding has also been used by Psaltis and Casasent [34] in optical signal
processing.
Residue arithmetic (described in more detail in a subsequent
section) has been used in various designs [3,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41]
and is used for representing numbers in this design as well.
Designs using holographic optical storage have also been studied
[3,42,43,44,45] involving superimposed recordings based on carrier or
spatial multiplexing techniques. Analysis of holographic recordings is
extensive [46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55] and empirical results on
holographic multiplexing have been reported [56,57,58,59,60]. In this
outputs for matrix vector
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design, the holographic storage plays a role in implementing residue
arithmetic table look up operations.
Problem Statement
The purpose of this work is to present the design, and
demonstration a matrix-vector multiplier designed for minimum
computation time regardless of matrix size. It combines the concepts
used in previous works, including residue arithmetic [3], position
coding of numbers [33], a mapping approach to arithmetic operations, and
a holographic table look up [3,32], using a Hughes LCLV.
Contents of Report
In the following chapters various aspects of the design and
demonstration are discussed in more detail. The design description and
theory are presented in Chapter II. The residue arithmetic operations
based on position coded optical mappings and using a holographic table
look up are further defined, and the theory of the light valve operation
in a new configuration, as well as the hologram superimposed exposure
theory are presented. The experiments performed and the results
demonstrating the device operation are given in Chapter Ill.
Photographs of patterns stored in the holographic memory and of the
matrix-vector outputs in one modulus are presented. Chapter IV contains
a summary of the presented work and suggestions for future research.
The appendices include material on background for optical data
processing, (A), analysis of polarization decomposition in liquid
crystals, (B), hologram coupled wave theory (C), the matrix vector
multiplier apparatus, (D and E), the hologram construction apparatus,
(F), the optical fiber coupler, (G), and response time (H).
CHAPTER II
DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND THEORY
In this Chapter a general design description and the theory for the
optical matrix-vector multiplier are presented. This design uses the
Hughes liquid crystal light valve [1], position coding [32,33,34],
holographic storage [3], and the residue arithmetic representation [2].
These components and principles are combined in a new approach, using
optical mappings to perform arithmetic operations. The theory behind
the light valve operation and the hologram construction is presented.
System energy considerations pertaining to operating power limits are
then discussed. Finally an expression for the theoretical number of
parallel matrix-vector multipliers constructed using one LCLV is
derived.
Objective
The objective of this design is to gain speed, using a relatively
slow spatial light modulator, by taking advantage of the large number of
image elements in a typical optical system, and by using look up tables
to perform arithmetic operations in implementing a matrix-vector
multiplier. The total number of operations in this case is limited only
by the information content of the Hughes liquid crystal light valve, and
the arithmetic representation of numbers, residue arithmetic. By
efficiently allocating the large number of spatial light modulator image
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elements and storing two dimensional arrays of light beam patterns
needed "in position coded optical look up tables, the effective
computation time for a matrix-vector multiplication is reduced to one
device response time. This provides a practical computing mechanism
with a high throughput.
The design system diagram is shown in Figure 1. Succinctly
depicted in the diagram are the basic operations of a matrix vector
product as identified in Equation (1);
ci = _ aij-b j (I)
J
where the product of matrix A elements aij, and vector B elements bj,
produces vector C with elements ci, where i=1,2,...,n, and j=l,2,...n.
The arithmetic operations are a set of products performed in the
b!
D1
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V ECTO R
MULTI PLI CATION ADDI TION
UNIT UNIT
=I MAPPINGS
i oii
GENERATOR J
oil bj
HOLOGRAPHIC
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Ci • Zi aijb i
c."
OUTPUT
VECTOR
RESIDUE ARITHMETIC
MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLIER
MODULI m o, m I, AND m z
i • 1,2,...,n
j - 1,2 ..... n
Ci" _ °il b I
Figure I. System diagram.
multiplication unit followed by a set of sums performed in the addition
unit. The multiplication unit is shown to the left of center with input
vector elements bj shown to its left, and the addition unit is shown to
the right of center with output vector elements, ci shown to its right.
Note that the elements of the aij matrix represent a particular state of
a system and are internally generated in the multiplication unit. It is
assumed that the system matrix state, aij, remains fairly constant such
that the system matrix elements change infrequently. The system
interaction with its environment takes the form of a matrix vector
product whereby the vector bj represents a state of the environment.
The residue arithmetic notation is depicted in the figure by the moduli
mo, ml, and m2 used in representing the input and output vector element
values.
Although not shown in Figure 1, the inputs and outputs are position
coded, whereby the position of a light source or image in a linear array
represents the magnitude of a number in the residue arithmetic notation
used. These sources are either on or off resulting in a high signal to
noise ratio in distinguishing between states of different inputs and
outputs. This provides a consistent input and output coding such that
the output of a particular unit can be directly used as the input to
another unit without the need for any opto-electronic conversions.
Mappings are used to connect these postion coded inputs and
outputs. The mappings are optically implemented to provide
interconnection paths using arrays of light beam patterns; each
operation or algorithm performed is associated with a specific pattern.
To perform an operation, all that is required is a pattern imaged onto
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the light valve write beam side, and a position coded input source on
the read beam side. The pattern is recalled from memory and its form is
a function of the number represented and the operation performed. The
particular configuration of the spatial light modulator is such that
once the spatial light modulator responds to the pattern, in one device
response time, the light beam from a
mapped to a position coded output at
delay only).
Both multiplication and addition operations are
position coded input is directly
the speed of light (propagation
implemented using
look up tables based on such optical interconnection mappings. Two
storage mechanisms are used to accomplish the mappings, a holographic
storage unit and a microprocessor controlled CRT [11], providing the
large memory required to store the look up table patterns. The
multiplication pattern coordinates are stored in the microprocessor
memory driving the CRT. The addition patterns are stored in the
holographic memory. Referring back to Figure 1, it is noted that the
multiplier stored patterns represent the matrix element input to the
product. The position coded input sources represent the vector element
inputs. Once a product is performed, the position coded output product
is used as an input to the multiplexed holographic storage. The pattern
generated from the holographic memory is then used as a mapping for the
addition unit to provide an output sum.
There are two main factors that allow implementing the matrix
vector product in one response time, independent of matrix size. These
are the residue arithmetic representation and the holographic memory.
Residue arithmetic, permits the efficient use of the memory available.
I
In this type of representation, it is easy to implement arithmetic
operations using mappings with a minimum number of inputs and outputs
and thus a minimum number of stored patterns. Furthermore, arithmetic
operations on residues can be performed in parallel, without carry.
The role of the holgraphic memory is evident in that the patterns
generated from the holographic storage, due to the multiplier output
product, instantaneously provide the adder write beam input so that an
addition operation can be performed. Assuming that the aij matrix
elements rarely change and the patterns corresponding to those matrix
elements have already been impressed onto the spatial light modulator
for the multiplication look up table, then the only response time, other
than the propagation delay of the light beams to perform a parallel set
of products and sums, is the device response time needed for the
addition mapping unit.
Comparing this design to those listed in a report by Athale [61],
where algorithms for performing matrix-matrix products are organized in
three main categories, N-parallel, N2-parallel, and N3-parallel, it is
seen that this design falls into the N3-parallel category which is the
most efficient. (As the order of N increases, the larger the degree of
parallelism in the computation). This is associated with the
computation time required to perform the product. The number of clock
cycles necessary to perform nxn matrix-matrix products ranges from a
maximum of n3 operations for the N-parallel case to a minimum of 1 cycle
for the N3-parallel case. That is to say that all the elements of
the C matrix are generated in one operation or one device response
time using N3-parallel algorithms. The design presented
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here can be extended for matrix-matrix products with
response time where all the columns of the C matrix can
simultaneously.
no additional
be generated
Design Description
In this section, the principal components and coding techniques of
the particular matrix vector multiplier are presented. This includes a
description of residue arithmetic, input and output coding, look up
table mapping units, the Hughes liquid crystal light valve (LCLV), and
holographic storage. Combining the described components, the overall
system is discussed, introducing a new approach to using the light valve
in which the effect of the slow device switching time is minimized.
The residue arithmetic representation will be introduced first as
the implementation of any operation or algorithm is dependent on the
arithmetic representation. This will be significant in forming the
patterns used in the position coded optical look up tables.
Residue Arithmetic
A short review of residue arithmetic is presented for completeness.
In residue arithmetic, a number is represented by a set of residues with
respect to a set of moduli [2]. The residue of a number in a particular
modulus is the remainder after dividing the number by the modulus.
Thus, for example, consider the number seven and moduli two, three and
five. Seven has residue of one with respect to modulus two, (one modulo
two), and similarly is represented by one modulo three and two modulo
five. Thus, the number seven would be represented by the triplet
(1,1,2) with respect to moduli 2, 3, and 5. This representation
11
requires a limited set of numbers, those forming the equivalence
partitions of the residues, 0 to m-1 for each modulo m, and it has a
range unique up to the product of the relatively prime moduli used [29].
The operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication are performed
quite simply using residue arithmetic. The residues with respect to a
given modulus are combined
is cast out if necessary.
and three modulo 2, 3,
using the desired operation and the modulus
Consider the residue representations of nine
and 5; they are (1,0,4) and (1,0,3),
respectively. Starting with modulus two, adding one to one gives two
which gives zero after modulus two is cast out. (Thus one plus one is
zero modulo two.) Similarly, with respect to modulus three, zero plus
zero gives zero, and in modulus five, four, the residue of nine, plus
three, the residue of three, give seven which after five is cast out
gives a remainder of two; hence, four plus three gives two modulo five.
The triplet (0,0,2) corresponds to decimal twelve as expected. (See
Appendix A). Similarly, subtraction and multiplication operations can
be performed.
An important feature to note is that all the operations can be
performed in parallel (simultaneously), as there is no interaction
between the residues of different moduli; for example, there is no carry
involved in arithmetic operations. It is then practical to perform
arithmetic operations on the smaller set of numbers, the residues
resulting from the equivalence partitions, using look up tables. The
representation requires a numberof moduli, each with its own look up
table; nevertheless, they can all be used simultaneously since
operations are performed independently in each modulus.
12
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Mappings
It has been indicated that an array or pattern of write beams is
used in defining a mapping. The maps or interconnection patterns, each
representing a different operation, can now be established.
A typical set of mappings is shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2a two
mappings are shown, for multiplication by one and by four modulo five.
On the left hand side of the figure the interconnections are defined
with input on the left and output on the right. Multiplication by one
is evident, since every number on the input side is mapped into itself
on the output side. The mapping for times-four modulo five is easily
verified. For example four times three is twelve, which, after dividing
by five, gives a residue of two. Thus the input of three in the
times-four table is connected to the output of two.
An alternative form for the patterns representing multiplication by
one and four modulo five are also shown, on the right side of Figure 2a.
The input is represented along the vertical axis and the output is
represented on the horizontal axis shown at the top. The dark spot in
each row and column indicates a connection between a position coded
input and a position coded output. In the pattern for multiplication by
4, the dark area in the fourth row is in the third column, indicating
that an input of three multiplied by four modulo five gives an output of
two. Note that there is one and only one spot in each row indicating
that the mapping is one-to-one. These patterns are the exact write beam
patterns to be used in implementing the required look up tables.
A complete set of mapping patterns for multiplication modulo 5 is
shown at the left in Figure 2b. The patterns for addition shown on the
13
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right are even simpler, consisting of sets of slant lines. These
patterns will be referred to in describing the implementation of the
look up tables.
Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve: 'Birefringent Gate'
The central component in this design is the Hughes liquid crystal
light valve (LCLV) [1,62]. This device characteristically performs like
an optically controlled birefringent mirror with an array of 600x600
image elements in one square inch. Each element is independently
controlled such that the intensity of an input light beam incident on
the back of the device, the write beam side, at a given image element
position controls the polarization of a second beam reflected off the
other side, the read beam side, at that image element position. With
input light on the write beam side, the light valve acts like a
half-wave plate, rotating the reflected beam polarization by 90°;
without a write beam input, the read beam polarization is unchanged.
The light valve is used to create an array of 'birefringent gates'
to implement the mappings of Figure 2. The basic birefringent gate
configuration is shown in Figure 3. A cross-section of the gate is
shown in the figure with a write beam on the left, and a read beam on
the right. The 'polarizing' mirror to the right of the LCLV,
represented by a line, reflects light of one polarization and transmits
the orthogonal component. It is, in fact, a system of optical
components composed of polarizing prisms, mirrors, and lenses yet to be
described.
As shown in Figure 3, the initial read beam is polarized such that
it is transmitted by the polarizing mirror. Its polarization is then
rotated by 90° upon the first reflection off the light valve and it is
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subsequently reflected back and forth and shifted sideways between the
polarizing mirror and the light valve. Finally, after a predetermined
I
I
I
I
I
I
number of reflections, the polarization is again rotated by 90° upon
reflection by the LCLV and that reflected beam passes through the
polarizing mirror at the desired output position.
Optical look up tables for performing multiplication
are constructed
and addition
using the birefringent gate principle described above.
The operation shown in Figure 3 involves one row on the array of input
read beams and the corresponding row of the write beam pattern. The
operation is duplicated in other planes parallel to the plane of the
figure with a different number of predetermined reflections in each row
to implement the complete table.
16
Im Look up Table Implementation
An implementation of a look up table is shown in Figure 4. The
m ..... ' ° °n
llght valve is shown In the center of the figure wlth a polarlzl g
mirror' to it's right. In the mapping unit light comes in through any
m one of a vertical column of input positions shown to the right of the
m mirror, the vertical position indicating the numerical value. The
mapping is represented by the pattern of beams provided at the left side
m of the light valve; the grid is shown in the sketch to indicate the
pattern orientation.
I
I
m POSSIBLE
/ INPUT
MATRIX / VECTOR
I READ IN /POSITIONS
BEAM
I
I
/ /" U,/ POSSIBLEOUTPUT
I PATTERN POLARIZING VECTORFOR MIRROR POSITIONS
I (X I) MODULO 5
I
I
Figure 4. Look up table
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implementation.
I
In the example shown in Figure 4, an input of 2 and the pattern for
times 1 modulo 5, shown in Figure 2b, are used. An output is obtained
after three reflections off the light valve. After the light is
transmitted through the polarizing mirror it is directed towards the
horizontal axis by the cylindrical lens. The output value is then
indicated by the position along the horizontal output axis, 2 in this
case. The use of the cylindrical lens in all applications may not be
practical so alternative methods for achieving the final position coded
output have been considered [63]. This type of mapping unit look up
table is used for addition and multiplication in the matrix multiplier.
The patterns used for the write beam arrays must be stored and
recalled. The two mechanisms used in this design to accomplish this
task were described briefly earlier in this chapter. For the
implementation of multiplication look up tables the maps are
electronically generated using a microprocessor controlled CRT where the
desired pattern coordinates are stored in the microprocessor memory.
The second mechanism is a holographic memory composed of a set of
carrier and space-multiplexed multi-exposure bleached holograms.
Xolographic Memory
The holographic memory used in this design
carrier and spatially multiplexed [64] phase
holograms recorded in a silver halide emulsion.
number of patterns in the same small emulsion area. Further, the film
plate contains many such spatially separated areas. The recordings are
made with plane wave object and reference beams, as described later.
consists of a set of
volume transmission
It is used to store a
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The recorded patterns are reconstructed from the holographic memory
by supplying a pattern address associated with a set of input spots in
the focal plane of a lens. The reconstruction configuration is shown in
Figure 5 with the hologram shown in the center, an array of five point
sources at the left, and an
collimates the spherical beams
different direction towards the same hologram area.
reconstructs a different diffracted beam for each point
each reconstruction beam direction.
The generated diffracted beams produce real images
output plane on the right. The lens
into plane waves, each travelling in a
The hologram
source, i.e.,
(patterns) that
superimpose in the same output plane. A real image is obtained by using
collimated reference and reconstruction beams, reversing the emulsion
orientation by rotating 180 ° about the y axis with respect to the
construction orientation [65], and using the conjugate image. Since a
planar object (masks) was used in the same plane for each of the
hologram exposures, then all images will be in the same plane.
In Figure 5, only one of the point sources is on at any one time.
Input zero is used in Figure 5(a) to generate the pattern associated
with zero, input 2 is used in Figure 5(b) and a different pattern
associated with two is generated in the same output plane.
Thus using this type of holographic recording a set of stored
patterns are reconstructed using a set of position coded inputs. Each
source position and associated reconstructed pattern represent a number.
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Overall System.
The matrix-vector multiplier is a combination of all the principles
and devices of the previous discussions. The basic matrix-vector
product operations, multiplication and addition using residue
artithmetic, physically implemented using a set of parallel mapping
units [29], are shown schematically in Figure 6. Two light valves are
shown, one at the left and one at the right. Actually different
portions of the same light valve can be used. The multiplication input
patterns representing matrix elements aij are generated by a CRT shown
at the left. The position coded input vector elements bj shown at the
top center are directed to the appropriate mapping units implemented on
the light valve at the left. The resulting position coded output
products, aijb j, now act as position coded inputs to a holographic
storage unit. The reconstructed patterns are used as input maps for the
addition operation implemented on the
position coded source representing zero
input to the first addition mapping unit.
light valve at the right. A
shown at the top right is an
The resultant position coded
output serves as the input of the next mapping unit, and so on; in this
way the summation over j of the aijb j products is performed giving the
output ci. The whole process is to be duplicated in different areas for
different values of 'i' so that a complete matrix vector product can be
implemented by multiplying and adding matrix and vector elements in
parallel.
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The output vector is attained after one light valve response time
and the negligibly small propagation delay needed to reflect and shift
the light through successive addition mapping units, Indeed the
response time is independent of the matrix size and dependence on the
relatively slow light valve response is minimized by requiring only one
light valve response time, that which the light valve requires to
respond to the patterns generated from the holographic memory. It is
assumed that initially the light valve had already responded to the
matrix element patterns generated by the CRT and that these patterns
change infrequently.
In this way it is possible to perform the matrix vector products
with high speed and efficiency which is the ultimate goal in the design
described in this report. As noted, this involves a tradeoff, primarily
with respect to SLM space allocation in optically implementing the
mappings. Furthermore, extending the proposed method to perform
matrix-matrix products requires no additional response times, only
additional SLM space allocation and holographic storage area. The
various matrix row or column vectors can be operated upon in parallel.
Based on the approach shown in Figure 6, an experiment
demonstrating the basic components of a matrix vector multiplier is
reported. CRT generated patterns are used to implement a multiplication
mapping unit. Its output is used to generate an addition mapping
pattern from a holographic memory. The generated pattern is imaged onto
an addition mapping unit and an output sum is produced. The experiments
performed including the construction of the holographic memory are
described in the following chapter.
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Theoretical Aspects.
In this section various theoretical aspects of the matrix-vector
multiplier will be considered. The theory of operation of the Hughes •
liquid crystal light valve in the desired configuration is discussed
first, followed by the theory used in determining the hologram
requirements for optimum reconstruction from superimposed exposures.
The system energy limits and requirements are then considered, and
finally an expression for the number of parallel matrix vector
multipliers of the type described in this design implemented on one LCLV
will be derived.
Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve
To perform the multiple reflect and shift operations on the light
valve it was necessary to input light beams at non normal incidence on
the output side. An optimum optical configuration was chosen to
properly exhibit the birefringence with the type of LCLV and input used.
The situation is depicted in Figure 7 with a portion of the liquid
crystal layer of the LCLV where the liquid crystal molecules have been
rotated due to an induced internal electric field. The birefringent
liquid crystal molecules were initially aligned with a director
A
orientation, n, in they direction. The incidence plane for the light
is horizontal with incident and reflected beams at angle y from the
normal. The incident beam is linearly polarized at 45 ° to the
horizontal and vertical axes of a plane orthogonal to the incidence
direction. Note particularly that the plane of tip of the liquid
crystal molecules is coincident with the incidence plane of the light;
the director orientation makes an angle e with the y axis in that plane.
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Figure 7. LCLV Orientation.
The birefringence of the liquid crystal molecules is dependent on
the incidence angle y and the tip angle e. For the normal incidence
(y=O) case the input beam polarized at 45° can be decomposed into two
orthogonal components of equal magnitude along the fast and slow axes
directions, (the z and y axes respectively in Figure 7). An applied
field causes the liquid crystal molecules to tip by an angle e from
their unbiased state. There are specific values of B at which an
integer multiple of 180° phase delay is incurred between the orthogonal
compoments, giving an effective 0° or 90° rotation in polarization
[15,62].
At non normal incidence, (y # 0), it is necesary that the incidence
plane and the liquid crystal molecules tip plane be coincident as shown
in Figure 7. In this case, the fast axis will always be vertical and
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the slow axis will be directed in the horizontal plane such that the
input polarization is decomposed into equal components. The effective
induced phase delay is a function of e ± y. A detailed mathematical
analysis of this case is given in Appendix B. The impact of this
requirement will be seen in the new light valve configuration described
in the experimental section of this report, where the plane of incidence
is tipped at 45 ° and the input polarization will either be vertical or
in the horizontal plane.
Analytical Description of Holographic Memory
An analytical discussion of the holographic memory is presented in
this section. This is done in two parts. In part (a), two equations
relating angular width or sensitivity to the hologram emulsion thickness
and the number of superimposed exposures are presented showing the
conditions for optimum reconstruction efficiency. These equations are
derived using coupled wave theory [46,47]. Part (b) contains a
discussion of the conditions for equal reconstruction efficiency from
successive exposures. An explanation is presented for the exposure
adjustment needed to maintain equal reconstruction efficiency for
successive recordings in making a multiple exposure holographic memory.
a. Relationships for hologram angular sensitivity
and number of superimposed exposures
Two figures of merit are considered in analyzing the desired
holograms, the angular sensitivity and the number of superimposed
exposures with maximum reconstruction efficiency. Relationships between
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the angular half-width, a, the number of superimposed exposures, N, and
reconstruction efficiency, n, in terms of the physical parameters of a
holographic recording medium and geometry are derived in this
sub-section. Graphs obtained from plotting two derived expressions are
presented relating both N and the emulsion thickness, T, to angular
half-width. From these equations and graphs, the theoretical angular
sensitivity and reconstruction efficiency are presented for the emulsion
used in the experiments of the next chapter (Kodak 649-F).
A transmission hologram was chosen for this application because it
has better angular sensitivity than a reflection hologram [51]
Furthermore, phase transmission holograms produced by bleaching the
emulsion will be used to achieve optimum reconstruction efficiency.
Consider the simple hologram construction geometry shown in Figure
8 where a cross section view is given with plane wave object and
reference beams incident on a photographic emulsion from the same side.
Looking at an x-z plane in the emulsion, let the emulsion normals be in
the z direction. The recorded pattern shown is in the form of a
parallel grating with fringes parallel to the z axis and a grating
period A. The associated grating vector _g, (vector quantities are
underlined), has a magnitude _g= 2_/A.
The pattern is recorded using plane wave construction beams
incident with wavefront normals at an angle ea in air or Bragg angle 00
in the emulsion, on opposite sides of the emulsion normal. The angular
27
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Figure 8. Hologram geometry. I
sensitivity of the emulsion and therefore its angle multiplexing
potential is related to the deviation angle 6a from Bragg incidence.
This is the small angle aa in the x-z plane between the original
reference or carrier beam direction and a second reoriented reference
beam. A second reference beam direction at an angle ea _ _a relative to
the z direction is used for a second exposure onto the same area of the
emulsion. The second exposure can now be recorded using a different
object beam but at the same object beam angle.
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To obtain N superimposed exposures the procedure given above is
repeated N times, each time changing the reference beam direction by an
angle aa from the prior exposure. This results in a set of N gratings
corresponding to a set of reference beams whose incidence angles are
centered about ea and range from Oa-(N/2)6 a to ea+(N/2)6a, in increments
of aa. However, the number N is dependent on aa, the half power angle,
and is a function of the emulsion properties previously listed.
The results of Kogelnik's coupled wave theory [47] for a phase
transmission hologram are used to derive the desired relationships. The
derivation which follows is based on one of six cases presented by
Kogelnik and later Collier, Burkhardt and Lin [50] to study
reconstruction efficiency of holographic recordings.
Denoting the field or intensity associated with the reference beam
with a subscript 'r' and the object beam with a subscript 'o', the two
plane waves propagating towards the emulsion on either side of the
emulsion normal produce an intensity interference pattern of the form:
(linc)SE = !C (ErO)2 + (Eoo) 2 + 2ErOEoOC°S[(__r-___o)._] ) (2)
2Z o
or
(linc)SE = Io + 11 cos((.r) (3)
where _ =__r - __o.
The resultant sinusoidal variation in absorption is converted into a
sinusoidal variation in refractive index after the chemical processing.
Assuming an average refractive index (associated with the index change
due to the bias exposure), no , and a peak change in index due to
exposure, n1, then the effective index variation can be expressed as:
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n = no + nI cos(_-r)
The intensity distribution given in Equation
amplitude
recorded.
obtai ned.
where the index variation produced by
Equation (4).
Collier, Burkhardt and Lin's notation [50] is used in
coupling between the reconstructing wave, ER, and a
(4)
(3) determines the
transmission of the emulsion on which the hologram is
Upon bleaching the emulsion, a phase transmission hologram is
This bleached emulsion is modelled by a dielectric medium
(linc)SE is of the form given in
studying the
reconstructed
(diffracted) wave satisfying the Bragg condition ES. Specifically, the
coupling is characterized in terms of a diffraction efficiency n,
defined as the ratio SS*/RR* where S and R are the complex amplitudes of
the diffracted wave and reconstruction wave respectively. The forms for
S and R are obtained by a solution of the wave equations governing the
propagation of the reconstructing and resultant diffracted waves. These
forms are derived in Appendix C.
The analysis is conveniently performed in terms of the parameters
and v relating the coupling coefficients and intrinsic properties of the
recording medium. For the lossless phase transmission hologram case
= 6BTsine o = 6(2_no/_a)Tsine o (5)
v = _nlT/_aCOSB o (6)
where B = 2_no/_a, Xa is the free space wavelength, and nI is the
variation in index due to the single exposure. Note that { is
proportional to 6, the deviation angle from Bragg incidence, and is a
normalized angle; v is proportional to nI and is a normalized coupling
constant.
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Solving the wave equation with the appropriate
for this case gives [10,31]:
S(T(_,v)) :-j exp(-j_) sin[(_2+v2)i/2]
(I+_2/v2) I/2
boundary conditions
(7)
Applying the definition of n, and the geometry of Figure 8,
n = SS*/RR*= IS(T)IZ/IR(O)I 2 (8)
and assuming that the reconstructing wave has unity amplitude,
efficiency can be directly expressed in
amplitude:
n = IS(T(_,v))I2 = sin2[(_2+v2)i/2]
(I+_2/V 2 ) (_2+V2 )
then the
terms of the diffracted wave
= v2 sin2[(_2+v2)l12] (9)
By studying the argument of the sine function, conditions for
maximum reconstruction efficiency and minimum coupling into diffracted
beams from other gratings recorded in the same emulsion can be obtained.
Consider the case where a = O. This implies that C=O, and Equation
(9) reduces to:
n = sin2(v) (I0)
In this case the Bragg condition is satisfied and reconstruction at the
Bragg angle results in 100% reconstruction or coupling (n=l) between
incident and diffracted beams for a medium with the correct interaction
length or thickness.
from which the proper
is obtained:
v = 7nlT/XaCOSe 0 = 7/2
Setting v = 7/2 gives the following relationship
thickness, T, for the desired energy interchange
(ii)
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Solving for T from Equation (11) gives:
T = _a cOSeo / 2 nI (12)
When Equation (12) is satisfied, 100% diffraction efficiency is
obtained; for other values of v, n will be smaller.
The half angle or deviation angle that gives n = 0 will be denoted
by 6co inside the medium (6ca in air). The efficiency goes to zero when
the sine function argument in Equation (9) goes to 7. Given v, then
Equation (9) is used to relate 6co to the emulsion parameters, and the
following condition results:
({2+v2)i/2 : _ (13)
v:_12
Combining Equations (5), (12), and (13), and solving for 6co gives:
6co = (3)i/2_a/4 T nosine o (14)
Equation (14) gives the
the relationship to the emulsion thickness T.
equations which will be plotted.
Now consider the maximum number of
superimposed in this emulsion
and (4) dealing with the
half angle for 100% diffraction efficiency and
It is one of the desired
holograms
for specific values of _.
index variation are first
that can be
Equations (3)
extended for a
carrier multiplexed hologram of N exposures. Assuming the same
refractive index variation for each exposure, then the total incident
intensity for multiple exposures is expressed by extending the form of
Equation (3) to a summation:
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(linc)ME : (NJErOil 2 + SIEoOil 2 + 2 s ErOiEoOiCOS[(__ri-_o).r] ) / 2Zoi i
(15)
where i = 1, 2, ..., N. Similarly, Equation (4) is rewritten to give:
n : no + E ni cos((i-r)
i
It is assumed that
exposures, ni, are all the
conditions under which this
(16)
the index variations of the individual
same, ni = nI for i = 1, 2,..., N. The
assumption holds are presented in the next
section. In addition,
variation, An, specific
upper limit on N, the number of superimposed exposures, such that:
2 N nI < An
(The factor of two comes from the cosine term in Equation (16)
varies from -1 to +I.) The value of nI is obtained from
and substituting in the above expression gives:
the recording medium has a maximum index
to the individual material used. This sets an
(17)
as it
Equation (12)
N < An T/XacosO o (18)
Taking the upper bound and substituting for T from Equation (14) gives:
Nmax = (3)i/2 An / 4 aco no sinOo cosO o
This is the second desired equation.
The equations for N and T can
in air, denoted by subscript 'a
Snell's law is used to relate the
the emulsion (subscript 'o'):
be expressed in terms of
' for more practical
angles in air and the
(19)
the angles
applications.
angles inside
no sin 0o : sin 0a
no sin (Oo+aco) : sin (Oa+aca)
(2O)
(21)
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For a small angle aca, Equation (21) reduces to:
noacoCOSBo=6caCOSBa
With the substitution,
(22)
noCOSeo = no [1-sin2(Bo)]I/2 = (no2-sin2ea)i/2 ,
Equations (14) and (19) can be written in their final form
two desired Equations, (24) and (25):
and
T : (3)I/2Xa[(no2-sin2Oa)i/2]/4acaSineacOSoa
Nma x = (3)I/2 An no/ 4 aca sinea cOSea
(23)
giving the
(24)
(25)
If less than the 100% reconstruction efficiency assumed in Equation
(11) is acceptable, then combining Equations (6), (10), (17) and (23)
gives an expression for n, the efficiency for a desired number of
exposures, Nd:
n = sin2(an no _TI2 N xa Cno_ - sin_ea ) (26)
This also allows for more exposures at the same emulsion thickness.
Equations (24) and (25) are plotted in Figure 9 showing a family of
curves for N, the number of allowed exposures, as a function of angular
half width, 6ca, for different An on the upper portion of the figure,
and thickness , T, as a function of 6ca in the lower portion of the
figure. The set of curves shown are for
100% reconstruction efficiency.
efficiency to a smaller value
giving a larger N for the same
Changing
shifts the
value of 6ca.
different values of An with
the desired reconstruction
N versus 6ca curves upward,
By choosing a recording
material, the thickness and range An are determined and 6ca and N can be
34
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found from the graphs. Typical values for An range from .001 or
smaller for photochromic materials [50] to about 0.05 for silver halide
emulsions [60].
For example, consider the silver halide emulsion used to makethe
holographic memorydescribed in the experiment of the following chapter.
The Kodak649F plates used have a 16pmthick emulsion and a refractive
index of about 1.5. From Equation (24) assuming incidence angles of 30°
and a wavelength of 632.8nm, an angular deviation angle of about 56 mrad
(about 3°), is obtained. Referring to Figure 9, and using the thickness
as an entry to the lower vertical axis of the graph also gives an
angular half width of about 56 mrad. At this value of 6ca it is seen
that for a silver halide emulsion with An of 0.05 then at most one 100%
efficient hologram can be achieved (N=1.34).
Increasing the emulsion thickness in Figure 9, it is seen that the
half angle decreases while the numberof possible high efficiency
exposures increases. However, Kodak 649F film is amongthe thickest
commercially available photographic emulsions. Other materials such as
photochromics have smaller An ranges so that for a given thickness and
efficiency, fewer superimposed exposures are possible. The materials
with the lower An values (.001) have to be muchthicker, on the order of
.lcm to lcm in order to achieve a significant number of superimposed
exposures (20-30) with 100%reconstruction efficiency. The thicker the
emulsion the smaller 6ca allowed.
Removing the 100%reconstruction efficiency restriction and using
Equation (26) for the same649F emulsion used in the example above, then
36
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for five superimposed exposures, Nd= 5, the expected reconstruction
efficiency is given by:
n = sin2(.05 x 1.5 x _ x 16 / 2 x 5 x .6328 x JI.5 z - sinz 30°)
= .167
or about 16.7% efficiency.
The analysis presented here assumes equal reconstruction efficiency
from the successive exposures.
in order to achieve this.
following section.
However, certain conditions must be met
These conditions are discussed in the
b. Equal efficiency for multiple exposures
In this sub-section the conditions for equal reconstruction
efficiency from successive exposures in making a multiple exposure
holographic memory are discussed. It has been shown in the literature
[56,57,58,59] that reconstruction efficiency drops for successive
equivalent exposures, i.e., reciprocity law failure of a silver halide
emulsion. An explanation of this phenomena and a solution are
presented.
The purpose of requiring equal reconstruction efficiency from
successive exposures is that the reconstructed patterns are going to
function as write beam patterns for the light valve mapping units and
must operate at a uniform intensity level. The procedure involves
adjusting all exposure levels to achieve the same index change from each
recording in the set of superimposed exposures.
The change in the transmission of a processed film as a function of
the initial exposure for a silver halide emulsion is physically due to
the photosensitive emulsion. A latent image is formed after exposure
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creating sensitivity centers at impurity sites or dislocations where
clusters of silver atoms gather [66,67]. Later, during the process of
development, these atom clusters attract the remaining silver in the
crystal which converts to a silver grain. The number of sensitized
crystals ultimately determines the density of silver grains in the
processed emulsion.
Once a single sensitivity center is formed in a crystal it has a
high probability of conversion to a silver grain during development.
Any subsequent exposures creating more sites in that crystal does not
further enhance its developability.
Now consider a series of exposures and note that a smaller
population of unexposed crystals is available for each successive
exposure. To match the density of silver grains from the first
exposure, in the processed emulsion, a larger exposure is needed for
each successive exposure. This is necessary to compensatefor the
numberof sensitized grains no longer available. This implies that for
multiple exposures in the samephotographic emulsion area, due to the
stochastic nature of the exposure model, a slightly different
transmission versus exposure curve must be used to characterize the
emulsion after each exposure, each with a larger slope than for prior
exposures.
For example, let a power transmission level of 90%in the processed
emulsion roughly corresponds to a density associated with a conversion
of 10% of the initial silver grains. Starting out with this intensity
level it is clear that no more than ten equivalent exposures can be
recorded in this emulsion at that exposure level, as the silver grains
38
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would be all used up (saturation). After the first exposure in which
10% of the silver grains were converted, a second exposure that converts
the same number of grains requires an exposure level 11.1% stronger than
the first, (10/(100-10) = 10/90 = .11).
Mathematically, one expresses the necessary increase in exposure
level as a function of the desired percentage of the silver halide
grains converted from each exposure as follows;
Inll I = lI[l-(n-1)p] (27)
where 11 is the intensity of the first exposure, p is the percentage of
silver halide grains in the unexposed emulsion to be converted in each
exposure (O<p<l), and n denotes the nth exposure, (l<n<N). The
percentage p is restricted by the number of exposures desired, p _ I/N.
A comparison of theoretical exposure levels obtained using Equation
(27) and empirical results published [56,59] is presented in Table 1.
Sets of sample theoretical exposures are tabluated in the first three
columns showing relative exposure versus the number of the exposure in
the series, for conversions of 5%, 8% and 10% of the grains in each
exposure. Results from Johnsons' paper [59] are shown in the last
column. Assuming 10% conversion it is clear that the tabluated values
for exposure levels in that article and shown here are very closely
matched.
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Table l
Exposure Level Adjustment for Uniform Reconstruction Efficiency
(Exposure)n / (Exposure)l
P 5% 8% 10% Literature
I
I
I
I
I
1 I.O0 I.O0 I.O0 1.O0
2 1.05 1.09 1.11 1.11
3 1.11 1.19 1.25 1.24
4 1.18 1.32 1.43 1.45
5 1.25 1.47 1.67
Now consider the results shown by Nishida and Sakaguci [56].
Using an exponential fit, data taken from a plot in that reference is
shown in Figure 10. Data predicted by Equation (27), assuming a
conversion percentage of 8%, is also plotted in Figure 10, and closely
matches the empirical data.
The model presented in Equation (27) has proved accurate when
applied to a small number of superimposed exposures, n < 12. It is not
expected to work in this form to explain the required exposures involved
in 100 superimposed exposures for example, where a bias intensity is
used.
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In summary, in the first part of this section expressions relating
angular half-width to the hologram emulsion thickness and to the number
of superimposed exposures were derived showing the conditions for
maximun reconstruction efficiency. These expressions were plotted in
Figure 9. In the second part, the conditions for equal reconstruction
efficiency from the successive superimposed exposures were discussed. A
model was presented for the necessary exposure adjustments, (Equation
(27)), to maintain equal reconstruction efficiency from successive
recordings.
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System Energy Considerations
The design has several features essential in considering the energy
requirments for system operation. These energy requirements and
features are briefly outlined in this section.
Recalling Figure 6, it is seen that the transfer of energy and
information starting from the multiplication mapping unit read beam side
to the holographic memory and then to the addition mapping unit write
beam side defines the 'critical path' for energy considerations. The
energy limits are summarized in the following 4 categories.
1) There is an upper limit in the power per unit area for the
focussed read beam in the liquid crystal; beyond this limit thermal
effects in the liquid crystal layer may be detrimental to the beam
polarization control. The input read beam intensity entering the liquid
crystal layer, ILC must be below a maximum value, IMAX.
ILC < IMAx (28)
2) There will be losses after traversing the various lenses,
mirrors, and prisms used in the multiple reflections off the 'polarizing
mirror'. In general for a system requiring L lenses, M mirrors, and P
prisms using an arithmetic representation that requires 'p' passes
through the 'polarizing mirror' optics, the transmission per pass, TR,
is a function of the transmission of the i th lens, LT i, the reflectivity
of the jth mirror, MRj, and the transmission of the kth
This gives the following expression:
TR = II(LTi) II(MRj) _(PTR)i j
where i = 1,2,...,L; j = 1,2,...,M ; and k = 1,2,...,P.
prism, PTk.
(29)
Furthermore, if
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there are p passes through the combination of components,
system transmission, TS, is given by:
TSp = (TR) p
This expression directly relates the initial read beam intensity
the output intensity after p passes, (lout)p, in other words,
up table output:
I (lout) p = (TR)p • ILC
I 3) There will also be
a loss in the hologram
then the
(30)
ILC to
the look
(31)
reconstruction
I
I
I
process expressed by the hologram efficiency, nho I.
beam intensity, Irec is given by:
The reconstructed
(Irec) p = nho I • (Iout)p (32)
4) There is a lower limit on the power per unit area for the LCLV
write beam input. This is determined by the light valve input
requirements, limited by the CdS sensitivity. The LCLV write beam
intensity must be larger than this minimum limit, Imin or ICdS, hence:
(Irec) p ) IcdS = IMIN.
for all p.
Combining Equations
(33)
(28) through (33) gives the following
I
I
I
I
relationships:
and
ICdS < (Irec) p = nhol.(Iout)p = nhol.(TR)
ILC < IMAx
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P
• ILC (34)
(35)
Portions of the derivation presented in these four categories will be
used later.
To satisfy all the energy requirements it is desirable to minimize
all the possible energy losses in the system by using lenses with
quality AR coatings, mirrors with high reflectivity coatings, polarizing
elements with high extinction ratios and phase holograms with high
efficiency reconstruction. The arithmetic representation used in the
design determines the desired number of passes required through the
system; ultimately, the system energy requirements will set a practical
limit.
System capacity
In this section, the number of parallel matrix-vector multipliers
that can be implemented usi.ng one light valve will be derived. The
light valve is assumed to have a resolution of 600 lines/inch [2].
The number of matrix-vector multipliers is a function of the
pattern sizes on the write side of the light valve. The same pattern
sizes are used for multiplication and addition and the same number of
patterns is required for each operation. The pattern size is a function
of the moduli used in the residue arithmetic representation, requiring
mi 2 elements for each of the mi moduli. The number of patterns is
determined by the size of the matrices; for an nxn matrix, n2 patterns
are needed for multiplication and another n2 for addition, 2n2 in total.
Mathematically this can be represented as follows: the number of
parallel matrix vector multipliers (NMVM) implemented in 1 in2 is:
NMVM = I[(600)_(I)/ 2n2_(mi)2] (36)
i
where I[ ] denotes the integer part of the argument.
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Some examples are given using Equation (36). Using moduli
(19,20,21) and 2x2 matrices gives a dynamic range of about 8000, with 37
parallel matrix vector multipliers. For 5x5 matrices and moduli
(9,10,11) the dynamic range is 990, with 23 parallel matrix vector
multipliers. Consider the following example where (roughly) the same
dynamic range is obtained first using 3 moduli and then 4 moduli [68],
and 2x2 matrices. Moduli (9,10,11) give 149 parallel matrix vector
multipliers; for moduli (3,5,7,11) the range is 1155 with 220 parallel.
matrix vector multipliers
Chapter Summary
The design description and theory for the optical matrix-vector
multiplier was presented in this chapter. The design objectives were
outlined first. They include a mapping approach to residue arithmetic
and speed with a single LCLV response time because of the holographic
memory. The principal components and coding techniques of the
particular matrix vector multiplier design were then presented. This
included a description of residue arithmetic, input and output coding,
look up table mapping units, the Hughes liquid crystal light valve, and
holographic storage. Combining the described components, the overall
system was discussed, introducing a new approach to using the light
valve in which the effect of the slow device switching time is
minimized. Then the theory of the light valve operation in the desired
configuration where high contrast was maintained and theoretical aspects
of the holographic memory construction were presented. The system
energy limits and requirements were then considered, and finally an
expression for the theoretical number of parallel matrix-vector
multipliers constructed using one light valve was derived.
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CHAPTER [][
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Introduction
The construction of the optical digital matrix vector multiplier
demonstration apparatus is now presented. There are two main points of
emphasis, the apparatus for the optical matrix vector multiplier and its
operation, and the apparatus for the holographic memory construction.
The hardware for both the matrix-vector multiplier and the hologram
construction is described showing diagrams and photograph based drawings
of the matrix vector multiplier and hologram construction apparatus and
discussing the pertinent features of each. The demonstration of
operation of the matrix vector multiplier and the system performance is
then presented. Photographs of simultaneous multiplier and adder
outputs will be used to show that a given multiplier output results in
the expected value in the adder output.
Apparatus Description
The optical matrix vector multiplier demonstration
the hologram construction apparatus are now described.
vector multiplier apparatus is described first and then
apparatus and
The matrix
its pertinent
features are discussed. Following that, the holographic memory
construction apparatus is described and the pertinent procedures for its
operation are given.
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Matrix-Vector Multiplier Apparatus
The constructed matrix-vector multiplication apparatus is used to
demonstrate the essential features of the matrix vector multiplier
through the implementation of the basic system design shown in Figure 6.
The constructed segments are outlined by the dashed line in Figure 6
showing the components for one modulus of the residue arithmetic
representation. Matrix elements represented by multiplication patterns
for one modulus are generated by a CRT. The input vector is represented
by one set of position coded input spots for one residue. A
multiplication operation is performed as shown at the left in Figure 6.
The output product goes to the holographic memory where all the addition
patterns for the residue modulus, one for each multiplier output, can be
reconstructed. The generated pattern is the input to the addition
operation. This addition mapping unit is shown at the right in Figure
6.
Now consider the apparatus itself shown in Figure 11. The system
is designed with one light valve but emulates the operations in Figure
6. The light valve is shown in the center with the CRT providing matrix
element inputs shown at the top. The multiple reflection operation is
performed not by a single mirror but by an optical loop configuration.
This is shown in the center of Figure 11. There are two beams in the
loop, one for multiplication, and the other, reflecting off a different
portion of the light valve area, for addition. The hologram,
reconstructed by the multiplication loop output and generating the input
for the addition loop pattern, is shown at the right. The input vector
locations would be at the lower left and the output vector at the right.
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Optical matrix vector multiplier experimental apparatus.
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The optical components for the matrix vector multiplier are shown
in Figure 11 and also listed in Appendix D. The design uses two laser
sources, and appropriate lenses and mirrors and prisms. There are six
groups of components, each with a specific task. The fundamental themes
of the design are featured in two of the groups. The first group is
used to implement the multiple reflections and sidesteps between the
light valve and the 'polarizing mirror' described in Figures 3 and 4.
This is shown in the center of Figure 11.
than a multiple bounce configuration is
multiple reflections at adjacent spots on
A loop configuration rather
used to most simply provide
the light valve. There are
two beams in the loop one for multiplication and the other for addition.
The second group of components is used to implement the theme of a
holographic memory with position coded inputs and pattern outputs, the
generated patterns forming the write beam input for the addition look up
table. The hologram is on the right in Figure 11.
Of the four remaining groups, the multiplication write
is provided by the group of components shown at the top of
including a microprocessor controlled
provides the multiplier input read beam
last two groups provide the adder input
figure, and matching optics between the multiplication loop output and
beam input
Figure 11,
CRT. The next group which
is shown at the bottom. The
read beam at the bottom of the
each group of
that of light
to the
for the
the holographic memory input, shown at the right.
In the following sections a-f, the operation of
components is briefly outlined. The order will follow
flow: read beam input to the multiplication loop, output
holographic memory, hologram generated input to the light valve
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adder, the adder loop input, and finally the multiplier CRTinput to the
light valve.
a. Multiplication input read beam component description
The components providing a polarized input read beam for the
multiplier look up table, are shown at the lower left in Figure 11.
They are: LASER 1, not shown, L/2 plate, M1, L1, and L2, and their
object is to provide a collimated input with the desired horizontal
polarization to enter the loop.
Referring to Figure 11 it is seen that microscope objective L1 and
lens L2 provide the collimated beam in which a Glan Thompson polarizing
prism, GT1 is placed. This type of prism transmits a horizontal
polarization and reflects a vertical polarization when placed in
collimated space. The half wave plate placed immediately following the
laser rotates the laser's vertical polarization by 90° to give a
horizontally polarized read beam transmitted by GTI. (The beam is
focussed onto the light valve by lens L3.)
b. Loop component description
The loop duplicates the sideways shift and multiple bounces
required for implementing the polarizing mirror described in Figures 3
and 4. The same set of loop components is used in implementing both the
multiplication and addition operations. The loop components are shown
in the center of Figure 11. The LCLV is shown at the top, prism GT1 at
the left, and prism GT2 at the right. The remaining loop components
include L3, L4, M2, L5, L6, M3, M4, and L7. The purpose of the loop is
to generate the desired set of sidestepped spots in the
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light valve plane. This is done in two stages. First the spot on the
light valve is imaged onto auxiliary mirror M3 using collimating lens L4
and focussing lens L5, and then imaged back onto the light valve using
collimating lens that of L7 and focussing lens L3. Lens L6 is a field
lens imaging the aperture of L5 onto L7. The sidestep on the light
valve is controlled by tilting mirrors M2 and M4 causing the beam to
shift sideways as it reflects and proceeds successively to different
light valve spots.
The two Glan Thompson prisms provide a means of input to the
system, (GT1), and output from the system, (GT2), by responding to light
valve polarization control. They must operate in collimated space which
is provided between the pair of lenses used to image from light valve to
auxiliary mirror (between L4 and L5) and back (between L7 and L3). The
light valve operating condition is set so that if the write beam
intensity provided by a pattern of light beams is bright then the read
beam polarization is changed by 90°, and if the write beam intensity is
dark the read beam polarization is unchanged. In this way the
'polarizing mirror' of Figures 3 and 4 is realized.
The polarizations of the light beams in the loop are significant.
To remain within the loop and be reflected by the Glan Thompson prisms
the light must be vertically polarized. The read beam input to the
multiplication loop is horizontally polarized and is transmitted by GTI.
After bouncing off the light valve the reflected beam polarization must
be changed to a vertical orientation if it is to stay in the loop. The
read beam input to the addition look up table comes in past the edge of
mirror M3 and is already vertically polarized. The beam remains in this
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loop until its polarization is changed on one of the successive
reflections off the light valve in which case it is transmitted by prism
GT2 and exits the loop.
c. Hologram and associated component description
The hologram and associated components used in matching the loop
output to the hologram input are shown in at the right in Figure 11.
They include lenses and mirrors M5, M6, L8, L9, LIO, Lll, L12 and L13
with the holographic plate shown at the top right. A horizontally
polarized beam is transmitted by prism GT2 and is directed by mirrors M5
and M6 to the lens system composed of L8 through L12. These lenses
effectively convert the collimated output beams so as to have the size
and propagation direction required to
determined by the hologram construction.
construction will be described later.)
address the hologram, as
(Details of the hologram
Lens L8 focusses the light valve output beam in the focal plane of
the microscope objective lens LlO. In the focal plane the light goes to
one of a position coded array of spots corresponding to the spots on the
light valve. L9 is a field lens in that plane. Lenses Lll and L13 form
a telescope to give the desired angular magnification to the beams from
the microscope objective. Lll focusses the collimated beams, L12 is a
field lens in that focal plane, and L13 recollimates the light in the
desired direction.
d. Holographic memory output imaging components
The object of these components is to project patterns generated by
the holographic memory imaged onto the write side of the light valve in
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the area corresponding to the addition unit. The patterns are imaged
using lenses L14, L15, and mirrors M7, M8, M9, and MIO, onto an area on
the light valve write side, adjacent to the area on which the CRT
patterns are imaged. These components are outlined in Figure 11.
The incidence plane of the hologram is not the horizontal plane for
reasons to be discused later. The mirrors M7, M8, M9, and MIO are used
to properly direct the resultant reconstructed images onto the light
valve write beam input side, with the desired orientation.
e. Adder input read beam components
The objective of these components is to provide the polarized input
read beam for the addition loop. This is done by producing a focussed
spot in the plane of mirror M3, just past the edge of that mirror.
The vertically polarized read beam from an argon laser source,
LASER 2, not shown, is oriented by mirrors Mli and M12 and focussed by
microscope objective lens L16 in the focal plane of lens L18. Lens L17,
a field lens in that plane, is used to regulate the beam shape and size.
The collimated beam provided past lens L18 is in turn focussed by L19 to
a point in the plane of and just past the edge of mirror M3. It is
oriented by mirrors Mll and M12 towards mirror M4 and lens L7 of the
loop, as desired. Mirror M3 is in a plane conjugate to the light valve
and the focussed spot is conjugate
addition mapping unit in the area
beam pattern.
to the first reflection spot in the
associated with the addition write
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f. CRT imaging components
Finally, the components used in imaging the CRT generated patterns
are identified. These are shown at the top in Figure 11 With the CRT at
the top left and the LCLV
L21, L22 and L15 image the
0.5, to match the spacing
in the center. Mirror M13 and lenses L20,
CRT patterns with a magnification factor of
of the shifted read beams. Lens L20 images
the CRT plane in the focal plane of lens L22. Lens L21 is a field lens
in that plane. The combination of lenses L22 and L15 is then used to
image that plane onto the light valve write side. The collimated space
between lenses L22 and L15 is important in that it allows the placement
of mirror MIO in part of the beam path, (MIO is used in imaging the
hologram generated patterns as described earlier).
Hatrix-vector Muir|plier System Discussion
The pertinent features of the matrix-vector multiplier are discussed
in this section, namely the light valve and incidence plane orientations
and the extended system design and operation.
a. Light valve and incidence plane orientation
There are two features of interest pertaining to the light valve
and incidence plane orientation. The first relates to the description
presented earlier in Chapter II and also in Appendix B for a new light
valve and read beam orientation. This orientation is shown in Figure
12, with successive reflected and shifted spots falling along a diagonal
line in an incidence plane oriented at a 45° angle to the horizontal.
This orientation will be referred to as the Diagonal Shift Orientation
(DSO), as opposed to a horizontal or vertical spot shift. The light
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valve orientation is such that the liquid crystal molecule tip plane is
coincident with the incidence plane (see Chapter II). The relative
orientation of these planes is the same as that depicted in Figure 7,
but both are oriented at a 45° angle with respect to the horizontal.
The second feature relates to read beam polarization. The allowed
planes of polarization are vertical and horizontal. These are oriented
at 45° to the light valve fast and slow axes to ensure equal intensity
decomposition along both components. This is consistent with the
desired light valve orientation and also with the proper mounting and
orientation of the Glan Thompson prisms which allow either a transmitted
horizontal or a reflected vertical polarization state.
z
Y
7
Y
LCLV
.c MOLECULE
Figure 12. Diagonal Shift Orientation.
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With this orientation the rows of reflected spots are all oriented
at 45° angles and the allowed output positions are also in arrays of
diagonal 45 ° lines. The write beam side patterns must also be rotated
by 45°. The hologram plate is rotated as well since the position coded
linear array of input spots is now arranged at a 45° angle. The 45°
incidence plane is produced by mirrors M2 and M4 in the loop as they
induce a shift direction with both horizontal and vertical components.
b. Extended system design and operation
The apparatus was designed in such a way that it could be extended
to implement matrix-vector multipliers using the full LCLV resolution.
Only a selected portion of the design, that necessary to demonstrate the
principles of operation, was constructed, namely one multiplication
operation activating one addition operation, and stored tables to
implement all products and sums modulo 4 and 5. The light and beam
pattern organization in several planes of the system is presented.
An indication of the coding in various planes is shown in Figure
13. These planes can be associated with the corresponding planes of
Figures 6 and 11. In Figure 13a, the sources for two input vector
components for two moduli, perhaps from an array of optical fibers, are
positioned in a plane corresponding to the image plane of lens L1 in
Figure 11, or plane 'A' in Figure 6. Note that
arranged in lines at 45° to the horizontal,
Diagonal Shift Orientation.
the linear arrays are
corresponding to the
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In Figure 13b the light valve read side plane plane B in Figure 11,
is shown with square areas corresponding to mapping unit patterns.
There are two general portions, one for the multiplication patterns as
shown on the light valve on the left side of Figure 6, and the other for
addition patterns, corresponding to the light valve on the right side of
Figure 6. Each portion has separate areas for the two moduli and the
different matrix and vector elements in the product, with areas oriented
at a 45° angle to the horizontal.
The multiplier output which
shown at the top in Figure 13c.
also serves as the hologram input is
This is the focal plane of lens L8 in
Figure 11, and corresponds to the array of position coded aijb j products
to the left of the holographic table look up, plane B in Figure 6. The
position coded arrays corresponding to the different product outputs are
aligned at a 45° angle to the horizontal, as expected. Also shown at
the bottom of Figure 13c is the adder output corresponding to plane C in
Figure 6.
In Figure 13d, the light valve write beaminput side is shownwith
the various CRT generated multiplication patterns on top and the
hologram generated addition patterns on the bottom. These correspond to
the pattern areas in Figure 13b viewed from the opposite side.
Naturally these patterns are arranged with a 45° orientation to the
horizontal to align with the associated read beamreflections in that
orientation.
The portion of this design actually implemented includes one vector
element input and one matrix element for one modulus. A multiplication
and an addition operation are performed. These are highlighted in
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!! Figure 13. The optics for redirecting the output from one adder to form
an input to the successive adder locations were not implemented.
The multiplication loop operation was tested by moving the CRT
pattern rather than the input vector position for convenience. Five
possible multiplier outputs were demonstrated from all the possible
modulo 5 position coded outputs. Each of these outputs reconstructed
its own hologram pattern as input for one adder mapping location, the
one highlighted in Figure 13d.
The holographic memory includes four separate recorded areas to
test the feasiblity of using the holographic stored table. Two areas
were for modulo 4 storage and the other two for modulo 5. Only one of
the modulo 5 areas was used.
The components used in the demonstration of the apparatus were
designed to allow light valve operation at its resolution limit of 600
line pairs per inch [1].
light valve were chosen
limit.
The lenses in the loop on the read side of the
to give focussed spots consistent with that
However, the read beam spot size for this particular apparatus,
designed to be on the order of f_/D for lens L3, is not limited by the
CdS resolution. The best results were obtained when lens L3 was
slightly defocussed giving a slightly larger spot size, to meet upper
limits on power requirements. This is because of the power density
limits of the liquid crystal which otherwise would be exceeded in the
focused spot when the intensity was raised to overcome the efficiency
limits of the particular hologram constructed. Using more efficient
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holograms would allow the use of the designed resolution limits, with
lower power from the laser source. (See Appendix E).
Hologram Construction Apparatus
The hologram construction apparatus is presented in this section.
This includes a general description of the overall apparatus followed by
a detailed description of the optical components for reference and
object beam generation. It is characterized by a single mode optical
fiber used as a position controlled reference beam source producing the
different reference beam orientations and interchangable masks with the
appropriate patterns for residue arithmetic modulo 4 and 5 addition.
Four carrier multiplexed holograms were produced, two with five
superimposed exposures for modulo 5 patterns and two others with four
superimposed exposures for modulo 4 patterns.
A sketch of the hologram construction apparatus is shown in Figure
14. A detailed listing of all the components is given in Appendix F.
A Spectra-Physics model 125 helium neon laser source is shown at the
left. The hologram holder is shown at the bottom with the reference
beam and associated optics on the left and the object beam and
associated optics on the right. A shutter, and a semi-transparent
mirror (STM 1) used as an attenuator, are placed in front of the
variable beam splitter (STM 2). The reference beam is transmitted by
STM 2 while the object beam is reflected onto mirror M4 and redirected
through a beam expander toward the mask plane.
The key components forming the reference beam path are the optical
fiber and its input and output coupling lenses. The beam transmitted by
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ASK PLANE
TRANSLATION
STAGE
beamsplitter STM 2 is directed by mirrors M2 and M3 into
constructed optical fiber coupler, OFC in Figure 14, (see
containing a microscope lens and a spring loaded x-y
a specially
appendix G)
translation
mechanism that positions the fiber tip. The microscope objective can
also be positioned in the axial direction to focus the input light beam
onto the tip of a single mode optical fiber. At the output end, the
fiber is placed in a Newport Research Corporation 5 axis fiber optic
positioner, (FP), such that the fiber can be translated in the focal
plane of a microscope objective lens, L1, which collimates the fiber
output beam. Lenses L2 and L3 are separated by a distance equal to the
sum of their focal lenghts, to provide the proper magnification and
recollimation producing a plane wave reference at the hologram plane.
The fiber is translated only in the horizontal direction producing
a set of collimated beams travelling in different directions centered
around axes in a plane parallel to the optical bench. The collimated
beams from microscope objective, L1, all pass through the same area in
its exit pupil plane at different angles associated with the different
optical fiber output positions. The hologram is located in a plane
conjugate to this exit pupil, so that all collimated reference beams
expose the same emulsion area, but travel at different incidence angles.
The allowed angles between the reference beams are determined from
the recording emulsion properties discussed earlier in Chapter II. For
this case the half power deviation angle is on the order of 3°. An
angular magnification is necessary to match to the output of Lens LI.
Lens L2 has a focal length of 250mm and lens L3 lOOmm, giving an angular
magnification factor of about 2.5.
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The object beam components are used to illuminate the hologram with
the patterns to be stored. The object beam is reflected off
beamsplitter STM2 and is directed onto a beam expander bymirror M4. A
collimated beam of 1" diameter is produced from the beam expander and is
directed by mirror M5 onto the mask plane as shown in Figure 14. A
large screen, mounted on a translation stage, and composed of an array
of holes provides the pattern masks. A diffuser positioned in front of
the mask plane ensures that each hole in the masks contributes the same
energy to the apertured exposure area. By translating the screen and
appropriately covering the undesired hole, the desired pattern
associated with a specific reference beam direction is positioned in the
object beam path and is used to expose the hologram. The mask shapes
correspond to the modulo four and five addition patterns which are quite
simple and follow a consistent pattern. The modulo five patterns have
the same form as the addition patterns shown in Figure 2b. The
polarizers P1 and P2 assure that the object and reference beams used in
the exposure have matching polarization. An aperture is placed in the
hologram plane so that only one small area of the emulsion is exposed;
this protects adjacent areas from being exposed to any stray diffuse
light. Another translation stage is used to position the photosensitive
emulsion behind the aperture.
For reconstruction, the hologram is reversed in orientation by
rotating it by 180° about a vertical axis [65] and it is illuminated
with plane wave reconstruction beams at the appropriate angles to form a
set of real images in the same output plane. Kodak 649f-AH 2"x2" plates
were used, and these were bleached for better efficiency. In order to
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minimize possible thickness variations which invariably introduce
spatial noise into the system, the emulsion was placed in a mineral oil
liquid gate before using the hologram in the experimental matrix vector
multiplier apparatus. Mineral
approximately 1.48 close to the
Hologram Exposures
oil has a refractive index of
emulsion refractive index of 1.5.
It is desired to maintain a uniform reconstruction efficiency from
the successive exposures. As described in this section, it is necessary
to increase the exposure intensity for each successive exposure, in the
manner established earlier in Chapter II. A table showing intensities
of the reference and object beams and exposure times will be presented.
The superimposed exposures in four exposed areas, two with four
superimposed exposures and two with
construction apparatus of Figure 14.
mask was changed after each of the
five, were recorded using the
The fiber position and associated
angle multiplexed exposures. A
detailed description of the recording procedure is given in Appendix F.
The object and reference beam intensities used are given in Table 2. It
is seen that the total intensity increases for each exposure while the
ratio of reference to object beam intensity is maintained. The In/I1
column in Table 2 shows the relative intensity levels used which
closely match those determined from Equation (27) for 10% conversion per
exposure. In the last column of Table 2, the reconstruction efficiency
of one of the 5 carrier multiplexed exposure holograms is given in terms
of the average intensity per reconstructed spot per pattern. It is seen
that the reconstructed intensity, normalized to the first exposure
intensity is uniform within a factor of .89 at worst.
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Table 2
Exposure Table
i
I
Exposure #
n
Intensity
Reference beam Object beam Total Ir/Io
Ratios
In/Ii REC
1
I
I
I .0960 .0357 .1350 2.69 1.0 1.0
2 .1053 .0395 .1490 2.66 1.1 0.97
3 .1210 .0455 .1700 2.66 1.25 0.89
4 .1287 .0510 .1850 2.52 1.37 0.95
5 .1395 .0539 .1972 2.59 1.46 0.9
After exposure, the 2"x2" Kodak 649F-AH plates used were processed
using a popular processing and bleaching procedure found in the
literature [69]. (See also Appendix F.)
Matrix-vector Multiplier System Performance
The performance of the optical matrix vector multiplier is
documented in this section. This includes photographs of CRT and
hologram generated patterns, a disussion of the signal levels in the
'loop' on the read beam side, and finally photographs of the actual
multiplier and adder outputs.
Results are shown for the most significant operations, represented
by the patterns highlighted in Figure 13. Modulo 5 is used. Instead of
five multiplier input vector positions, one was used. All five output
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products from the multiplication mapping were obtained, however, by
moving the CRTpattern vertically. Each of these five output products
then generates, from the holographic memory, the addition pattern
associated with its numerical value. This addition pattern in turn is
used to add the value it represents to a position coded value obtained
in general from a previous addition, chosen at randomto be 3 for
demonstration purposes.
Look Up Table Patterns
The residue arithmetic multiplication mapping patterns for modulo 5
provided by the CRT are shown first, in Figure 15. These patterns are
actual photograms (reverse images recorded on contact paper) in an image
plane of the CRT, plane PL1 in Figure 11. The grids are included for
convenience and were overlayed during photocopying. The successive rows
in Figure 15 show the patterns for multiplication by 1, 2, 3, and 4
respectively, for the different input value shown at the top of each
column. The patterns for multiplication by zero, not shown, are trivial
as are the patterns for input zero. As before, the individual patterns
have input rows labelled on the right side and output columns labelled
on the top.
The patterns shown are comparable to the patterns in Figures 2 and
4, with two exceptions. First, the grids (and patterns) in Figure 15
are orientated at a 45° angle relative to the grid direction in Figure
4. This is due to the Diagonal Shift Operation (DSO), mentioned
earlier. The second exception involves an additional spot placed in the
zero column of each pattern due to polarization considerations in the
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loop. This is the spot represented by the top input beamin Figure 3,
the one that modifies the multiplication read beampolarization from its
initial horizontal state to a vertical state so that it is successively
reflected. For this apparatus, this spot appears only in the row used.
For the more general case there would be a column of spots in the zero
column, except in the zero row, as shown in the unrotated pattern in
Figure 16 for multiplication by one modulo 5.
In the pattern for multiplication by 2 and input 3, the second row
and third column of Figure 15, the product is 1 modulo 5 so that the
pattern has spots in the zero and one output columns, in the input 3
row. The first spot changes the input read beamhorizontal polarization
to vertical. After one pass through the loop and another 90° rotation
in polarization due to the second spot, the multiplier output in the '1'
position is produced, as expected.
The residue arithmetic addition patterns generated from the
holographic memoryare shownin Figure 17. Five patterns, photograms of
the actual patterns generated from one carrier multiplexed hologram are
shown; in all eighteen patterns were recorded, two sets of four for
modulo four arithmetic and two sets of five for modulo five. The other
patterns are presented in Appendix F. Again the grids were overlayed
during photocopying for ease of interpretation. These patterns match
those of Figure 2 taking the Diagonal Shift Orientation into account,
with one spot per row, since a vertically polarized read beam is used
for the adder. The extra spot in the zero column that was needed for
the multipler loop is not needed here because the beamenters the loop
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just past the edge of mirror M3 and not by being transmitted through
Glan Thompson prism GTI. Note that there is data off to the side of the
recorded patterns. These represent weaker reconstructed images.
Loop Signals
In this section the loop signal levels are discussed. Two tables
of loop signal levels are shown, one for the multiplier loop and another
for the adder loop signal levels. The signal is affected by
transmission loss in system components, a disadvantage of multiple pass
systems such as the one used here. Signal deterioration can occur due
to polarization, reflection, and absorption losses. This system was
designed to minimize this effect.
The light valve front surface Fresnel reflection losses are
minimized by adding an anti-reflection coated optical flat in front of
the light valve. The LCLV front window material is BK-7 glass with an
index of refraction of about 1.52, and it is matched to an optical flat
of the same material with a layer of mineral oil (index 1.491) in
between the glass surfaces. With the placement of this optical flat the
major light valve losses may be attributed to absorption loss in the
liquid crystal layer. Measurements indicate that the light valve
'reflects' 90 $ 2 % of the incident read beam intensity.
Prisms GTI and GT2 have anti-reflection coated exterior surfaces
and a dielectric coating at the reflection interface. The measured
prism throughput is about 95 % for both polarizations. Three dielectric
mirrors are used; mirrors M3 and M4 have 97% reflectivity while M2 has
95% reflectivity. Lenses L3, L4, L5, L6, and L7 are anti-reflection
coated with a Super AR coating [70] giving approximately 98%
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transmission at the operating wavelength. The total loop transmission
calculated by taking a product of measured individual component losses
is 0.625.
Intensity measurements were taken in plane "A" past the hologram
plane of Figure 11, where collimated light beams with intensities
proportional to the beams from the analyzer prism GT2 are detected. In
the multiplier output case, the relative intensities of the beam that
comes straight through the hologram were recorded. The percentage of
the energy diffracted by the hologram was taken to be the same for all
beams. The addition loop outputs were recorded in the same plane
although they do not go through an exposed area of the emulsion. In
each case the data was normalized to the peak intensity measurement. A
Quantrad Corporation IO0-PV-BNC detector [71] and appropriate signal
conversion and amplification circuitry was used.
The multiplication loop signal level data is shown in Table 3. The
column headings indicate the position at which the recorded intensity
was measured. The row number indicates the output position that would
have all the light and thus the highest intensity, a normalized
intensity of 1, in the ideal case. Non-zero values in other locations
indicate leakage through the prisms due to improper polarization and non
ideal prisms.
There are two items to note in the data presented. The first point
is that there is a consistent drop in peak intensity level associated
with a transmission per pass, TR, of about 0.60 for each pass through
the loop, as predicted. This intensity reduction is comparable to the
calculated .625 reduction factor per loop pass based on the measured
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losses of the individual componentsgiven earlier. Using Equation (30)
to determine the system transmission, which is associated with the drop
in intensity after 4 loop passes, then with p = 4 and the transmission
per pass, TR =.6, the system transmission is given by:
TS = Ip/I o = 14/I o = (.6) 4 = .1296
From the data in Table 3, Io = 1, 14 = .123, and hence
I
I
I
(37)
14/Io : .123. I
I
spot'on p°Output
sition
Table 3
Multiplication Loop Losses
0 1 2 3 4
I
I
I
0
4
1.0 .0047 .0034 .0019
.022 .596 .004 .0028
.02 .012 .354 .0056 .0043
.022 .014 .012 .208 .0034
.021 .014 .022 .0078 .123
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The second point is that the appearance of measurable signal
levels at the 'off' positions in each column is also partly attributable
to imperfect operation of polarizing
prisms are designed for 98% efficiency
efficiency for the p-polarization [72].
prisms. The two Glan Thompson
for the s-polarization and 95%
The main requirement for the system was that each multiplication
output have sufficient intensity so as to reconstruct a single
holographic image intense enough to drive the light valve. A
requirement on the multiplication loop was that the secondary spots be
sufficiently dim so as not to excite the light valve. Both these
requirements were met.
Similar data will be shown for the addition loop. Recall that for
the addition operation demonstrated the addition loop multiple
reflections occur in the row corresponding to a position coded input of
3 and that each of the different patterns projected onto the light valve
corresponds to a multiplier output product. The result of each addition
after a number of reflections in the loop is a bright spot representing
the sum in one of the position coded outputs. That spot intensity will
be measured as well as the intensity of light leaking from the other
reflections.
The addition loop signal level outputs are shown in Table 4. The
data is arranged in a manner similar to that of Table 3. Each row
represents intensities for light in the five adder multiple bounce
positions, where in each row one spot is bright and the others dim. The
column at the far left indicates the numerical value of the multiplier
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output and the adder pattern used. The output sum expected is shown in
the next column for the addition of three modulo 5 to the multiplier
output. The data was normalized to the peak value in each row.
The data for the additon loop indicates that the intensity levels
obtained from the multiplier outputs shown in Table 3 were sufficient
for easy discrimination. In each case, the output intensity is stonger
in the expected output position than the intensity in any other position
by a ratio of 7:1 (8.45dB) or better.
The detector was also used to measure the system response time in
the same plane. The result is shown in Appendix H.
Table 4
Addition Output Intensity
-__ Output
"__ion
product sum_
(Plus 3 Hodulo 5)
0 1 2 3 4
0 3
1 4
2 0
3 1
4 2
.11 .087 .053 1.0 .0053
.116 .1 .052 .039 1.0
1.0 .094 .033 .028 .061
.142 1.0 .024 .011 .022
.103 .039 1.0 .008 .008
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Multiplier and Adder Outputs
In this section photographs showing combined multiplier and adder
output spots are presented. The light for these spots is transmitted
undiffracted through the holographic plate and imaged onto a ground
glass plate which is then photographed.
The photographs are shown in Figure 18. The grids were overlayed
during the printing process. The top row shows the multiplier output
and the bottom row the adder output which is always the output of the
multiplier plus three modulo 5. For example, when the multiplier output
is 4, (Figure 18 (e)), the adder output is 2, as (4+3) 5 = 2.
These pictures show vividly the operation, in principle, of the
matrix-vector multiplier!
Chapter Summary
The optical digital matrix vector multiplier demonstration
apparatus was presented in this chapter. The hardware for both the
matrix-vector multiplier and the hologram construction was described
using photograph based sketches and discussing the pertinent features of
each. The system performance was presented using photographs of CRT
patterns and hologram generated patterns, and a discussion of signal
levels in the loop. Finally, photographs of the actual multiplier and
adder outputs were presented showing that a given multiplier output
produces the expected value in the adder output.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 18. Photographs of multiplier and adder outputs.
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CHAPTER IV
SUR4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A summary of the work described in this report, and conclusions
based on the results obtained are presented in this chapter.
Suggestions for future work extending the work presented here are
discussed.
Summary
The work presented here involves the design and demonstration of a
digital (numerical) optical matrix-vector multiplier. The objective of
the design was to gain computation speed by taking advantage of the
large array of processing elements in a Hughes liquid crystal light
valve, and relying on the residue arithmetic representation, a
holographic optical memory, and position coded optical look up tables to
perform arithmetic operations. In the design, all operations are
performed in effectively one LCLV response time with a high information
density.
In the first chapter, a brief review of the pertinent features of
optical processing and matrix multiplication was presented. This was
followed by a short description of the specific aspects of the approach
considered in this matrix multiplier design namely the Hughes LCLV,
residue arithmetic, position coding, look up table operations, and
holographic memory.
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Chapter II had two main points. The first was a general
description for the optical matrix-vector multiplier, based on the
componentsand principles presented in this design was given, leading to
an overall view of the system. The second point involved theoretical
aspects of the design including a description of the theory behind the
light valve operation in a new optimum configuration, and the theory for
the angular half width and number of superimposed exposures for the
holographic memory. It also includes the system energy requirements and
constraints and the expression for the theoretical number of parallel
matrix-vector multipliers constructed using one light valve was derived.
The experimental aspects of this work were presented in Chapter Ill
where the matrix vector multiplier apparatus and the hologram
construction apparatus were described. The components for both the
matrix-vector multiplier and the hologram construction, including an
optical fiber reference beamsource, were described showing diagrams and
photograph-based drawings of the apparatus in each case. The
demonstration of operation of the matrix vector multiplier and the
system performance was then presented. Photographs of multiplier and
adder output spots showedthat a given multiplier output leads to the
expected value in the adder output!
The report has several appendices, dealing with a range of topics.
Background materials for the concepts and principles used are discussed
in Appendix A. The liquid crystal performance at non-normal incidence
is described in Appendix B, while hologram coupled wave theory is
presented in Appendix C. The matrix vector multiplier apparatus is
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described in Appendix D, and a design modification pertaining to
resolution in Appendix E. The hologram construction apparatus and
pertinent features of the exposure procedure, including a presentation
of the stored patterns in the holographic memory, are given
F. A description of an optical fiber coupler used in
construction is given in appendix G.
in Appendix
the hologram
Conclusions
The objective of the work reported here was to demonstrate the
optical matrix-vector multiplier designed for minimum computation time.
A design for implementing the objective was presented relying on
position coding, residue arithmetic, look up operations, a holographic
memory and the resolution of spatial light modulators, to provide the
high information density capability, and to allow computation in one
LCLV response time.
We conclude that the device was constructed and demonstrated! The
following attributes are noted.
• The implementation required a single device response time.
• The design used maximum light valve spatial capability.
• The operations using a simple mapping approach to residue
arithmetic were successful.
• The holographic memory for multiplexing superimposed mapping
patterns worked.
• An optimum LCLV configuration, relating liquid crystal tip
plane, incidence plane, and incidence beam polarization, was
used.
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For future work, improvements in the system operation can be made
in the following areas. First, system reflection and absorption losses
can be minimized by using higher quality lenses, mirrors, and prisms,
and high quality coatings. Losses in the spatial light modulators can
be reduced by improving device extinction and contrast ratios. These
must be taken into consideration in systems designed with many multiple
reflections in the loop configuration, as these losses accumulate
dramatically for each pass. Secondly, more efficient storage of the
patterns will improve the system operation, by considering other coding
forms such as a binary coded residue coding, or by improving the actual
storage mechanism, investigating media for holograms that have thicker
emulsions and a larger range of allowed refractive index change.
Other work involves developing a better match between hologram
reference and reconstruction sources eliminating the needed matching
optics used in this demonstration. Also, the sources for the loop read
beams can be developed into arrays, perhaps optical fiber linear arrays
for input vector elements, and the additional optics for the successive
additons can be included in the design. The light valve resolution can
also be fully exploited by having successive reflections from adjacent
resolution element pixels along the reflection paths.
The principle of using the read side of the spatial light modulator
and high resolution for multiple reflections, should not be limited to
arithmetic operations of the type shown here but may be extended for
optical signal processing in general. Many types of mappings,
interconnections, optical switches and algoritms may be implemented
using this principle.
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APPENDIX A
Review of Pertinent Features of Optical Data Processing
The material presented in this appendix is a review of optical
computing concepts relevant to matrix multiplier architectures and
designs in general, concentrating mainly on those aspects pertaining to
the design described in this report. It expands on the concepts
presented in Chapter I.
Background
The concept of using optics and optical components for signal
processing and computing has been well known for several decades. With
the advent of the laser in the early 1960's [73], coherent Fourier based
optical computing, spatial filtering, and holographic applications
constituted a major effort in analog optical processing research. The
Fourier transform properties of lens systems are well established and
were popular in the 1960's in image processing, optical correlation,
optical spectrum analysis and pattern recognition systems [74]. A
typical Fourier transform lens operation is shown in Figure 19, where
the optical field distributions in the input (Xo,Y o) plane on the left
and the output (Xl,Y 1) plane on the right are related through the two
dimensional Fourier transform integrals given. The relationship holds
for the case where each plane is a focal length away from the lens.
Another significant processing feature evolved from the discovery of
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-E (Xo,Yo)
Note that if the input and output planes are focal planes, so that
dl=do=f we have
jk ej(k(n-l)z+2f) +jk(Xoxl+YoYl)
EI(XI'Yl) : + 2_ f IS Eo(Xo,Yo)e f dXodYo ,
the standard well known two-dimensional optical Fourier transform
relationship:
jk e_Jk(2f+(n.l)T ) -- j(_xXo+_ 0)_.
El(_x+_y) = _ H Eo(xo,Yo)e dXodYo
_m
Figure 19. Lens Fourier transform operation.
holography in the late 1940s, and the theory of wavefront reconstruction
associated with that field [75].
Just as in the field of electronic computing, where analog
computers preceded digital electronic computers, so it is in optical
computing. Analog computing is restricted by dynamic range and accuracy
constraints as well as the limited number of analogs.
This naturally led to investigating digital (numerical) optical
computing concepts in the 1970s and 1980s. The fundamental advantages
of optical digital computing include parallel processing of information
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in a two dimensional array format, as opposed to serial (high speed)
processing in digital electronic circuits, the ability to propagate
optical signals in a small volume without being limited by
electromagnetic interference, and general improvement of signal to noise
ratio. The work presented in this report uses digital optical computing
concepts in demonstrating the operation of a matrix-vector multiplier.
Digital optical computing research developed along several paths,
ranging from design and construction of optical transducers and optical
logic circuits to optical memories. In general, the proposed systems
can be categorized into two groups. On one hand, optical systems were
used to perform optical logic circuits (gates, flip flops, etc. ) based
on binary computing methods well established in digital electronics [15]
On the other hand, an alternative to sequential binary logic based
systems, where part of the parallelism offered by optics was lost, was
sought. This required reverting to other types of arithmetic
representations; one popular form, residue arithmetic, is used in the
design described in this report. Several digital optical computer
designs have been reported ranging from dedicated processors with
specific applications [9,10,11], such as the work presented in this
report for implementing an optical matrix vector multiplier [12], to the
general all purpose optical computer designs [13,14].
Optical matrix multiplier designs date from the late 1960's or
early 1970s up to the present date. In what follows, a brief discussion
of the typical designs is presented, including systolic structures,
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designs using intensity coding via masks and transparencies, and
m
position coded schemes• |
Optical matrix multiplier designs generally have the form shown in I
Figure 20. Inputs in an array, shown in a plane at the left, are
imaged individually, by rows or columns, or in parallel via spherical, I
cylindrical, and elliptical lenses onto a 'processing' plane. In this
plane the input information is 'operated' upon to generate the desired i
arithmetic manipulations to perform multiplication or addition• The |
|
results of this 'processing' are in turn imaged back via further
anamorphic optics onto an output plane shown on the right where an i
output array represents the product vector or matrix.
• !
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ARRAY ••.
0 o!o::7/ I
Io o //o o /_ PROCESSING
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Figure 20.
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Typical optical matrix algebra processor configuration.
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The early matrix multiplier designs involved the use of analog
coherent optical correlation techniques based on the optical Fourier
transform operation. The ground work was initially presented by Cutrona
[5] in 1965, and later developed by Heinz et al. [30] in 1970. The
basic idea was to represent the matrices by two-dimensional
distributions whose correlation gave terms related to the products of
the matrix elements. However, such techniques were inefficient in that
energy in the form of irrelevant light outputs had to be sacrificed,
especially as the matrix order increased. Interpretation of the output
required the ability to distinguish between desired and undesired terms.
The work reported by Heinz suggests methods for performing such
isolation by transposing input arrays such that the desired outputs
could be uniquely identified. Digital optical matrix-matrix multiplier
designs promised more efficient systems.
One type of optical matrix algebra processor with both digital and
analog designs is the systolic array processor. These operate in a
similar manner to popular electronic systolic processors characterized
by a rhythmic data and information flow through various registers. The
basis for these processors is a variation of the theme presented by
Tamura and Wyant in their 1976 paper [25], the theme of shifting the
input and output matrix elements in their respective input and output
array planes. The rhythmic data flow feature in systolic processor
arrays is well suited to the repetitive nature of matrix multiplier
operations. Several such designs have been reported using acousto-optic
transducers [26] and RUBIC cube processors [27,28].
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Various types of information coding techniques are used
optical
position
include
in digital
matrix multiplier designs. Most designs rely on intensity or
coding of input and output. Other optical coding parameters
polarization, phase and wavelength, but designs using these
properties are not as common.
Intensity coding of inputs and outputs, where the optical intensity
represents the numerical value, was used in several designs; typical of
such systems are the works reported by Tamuraand Wyant [25] and Goodman
et al. [31]. Tamura and Wyant, presented a method for the
implementation of real time matrix multiplication. The inputs were
intensity coded and the output could either be intensity or pulse
position coded, depending on the location of the output plane. Goodman
proposed an incoherent optical method for matrix-vector multiplication,
a byproduct of a discrete Fourier transform system design. An input
vector in the form of a linear LEDarray with controllable intensity,
and a matrix in the form of a maskwere used. Each LED illuminates a
column of the mask using anamorphic optics. A cylindrical lenslet array
for improved efficiency combined with a 'collecting' lens brings the
total intensity of one column (i.e. summation) onto a photodetector.
The desired output vector is then electronically decoded.
Position coding of inputs and outputs has been used for matrix
vector multiplication [3,32,33] and for optical signal processing [34].
This type of coding involves representing the magnitude of a numberby
the position of an illuminated source in a linear or two dimensional
array. This establishes a high signal to noise ratio in that a source
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II in a fixed position is either on or off. An example of such coding in
an optical decimal to residue arithmetic converter [34] is shown in
I Figure 21. The numerical input value is represented iby the column
position in the input plane on the left, and the associated numerical
I output values are obtained in the columns of the output plane on the
I right. Input and output information is imaged using anamorphic optics.
What was needed at the point this work began was the construction
I and demonstration of an optical system showing the speed and high
throughput capabilities of digital optical computing in a typical
m application. The application chosen is an optical matrix-vector
m multiplier where many parallel operations can be performed. The goal is
to perform these operations in a minimum number of device cycles,
m
I
I Yin ,0.
;_,, _,,, Xin Yout ,,fXou'
, !
I INPUT -LASER _ • II II I I',', IIII IIIIIIII
t c V L/i!J oo. 
I GRATINGS _'_,\_
Figure 21. Typical position coded optical system.
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minimizing the effect of typically slow optical transducers used in the
design, but taking advantage of the high potential throughput in terms
of optical resolution these devices possess. The following discussion
of various design aspects is intended to provide background on the
principles and devices used in this suggested design. These include
position coding, holographic storage, residue arithmetic, and a Hughes
liquid crystal light valve.
Design Aspects
In this section, background on the design aspects of a new optical
matrix multiplier design are presented. These include position coding,
holographic storage, the residue arithmetic representation, and the
spatial light modulator used, a HughesLCLV.
Position coding of inputs and outputs is used in this design to
form optical look up tables. Position coding and table look up
operations have been reported in the literature [3,32,33,34]. In this
design, two forms of position coding are used. In one form, inputs and
outputs are arranged in a two dimensional array with inputs vertically
position coded and outputs horizontally position coded. The schemefor
routing a light beamfrom input to output relies on two dimensional
position coded light beampatterns. The second position coding form is
used in generating these patterns from a holographic memory where the
input position of a reconstruction beam is associated with an output
pattern from the memory.
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Simple holographic techniques are used to construct the holographic
memory used in this design and to reconstruct the recorded images. A
hologram is a recording of the interference between two coherent waves
and the construction and reconstruction geometries of a simple hologram
are shown in Figure 22. The hologram is made with a plane wave
reference beam at the left and an object beam at the top left in Figure
22a. The object and reference beams are incident at different angles on
the photographic emulsion shown at the right of Figure 22a. The
object in this case is a transparency with a pattern of spots
illuminated with a plane wave. Once the emulsion is processed and
iLLUMINATI OBJECT (MASK)
k x
REFERENCE I.J./" I _ Z
/ I,L,......NOLOGRAM
(O) HOLOGRAM CONSTRUCTION
COLLIMATED
RECONSTRUCTION
BEAM
w
HOLOGRAM
(b) HOLOGRAM RECONSTRUCTION
_---Z
eeeeR_,REALECON ST RU CT E D
IMAGE
Figure 22. Hologram construction and reconstruction geometries.
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repositioned in the original construction plane, then a plane wave
reconstruction beam travelling in the same direction as the reference
beam is used to reconstruct the original object as shown in Figure 22b.
A real image of the object is obtained in a plane conjugate to the
original object plane (on the opposite side of the emulsion) if the
emulsion is rotated by 180 ° about the y axis, relative to its original
orientation [65].
In this design, a set of angle multiplexed holograms will then be
spatially multiplexed to form an optical storage unit. Angle
multiplexing involves the use of given area of a photographic emulsion
to record a set of exposures associated with different pairs of object
and reference beams. The incident reference beam angle typically
distinguishes a given pair of exposures from others. Spatial
multiplexing involves the recording of many holograms in small areas on
an emulsion, each spatially separated from other holograms.
Residue arithmetic is practical for parallel processing designs and
will be used in the matrix vector multiplier implementation. In residue
arithmetic a number is represented by a set of residues with respect to
a set of moduli [2]. The residue of a number in a particular modulus is
the remainder after dividing
consider the number seven and
residue of one with respect
the number by the modulus. For example,
moduli two, three, and five. Seven has
to modulus two, (one modulo two), and
similarly is represented by one modulo three and two modulo five. Thus,
the number seven would be represented by the triplet (1,1,2) with
respect to moduli 2, 3, and 5. This representation requires a limited
set of numbers, those forming the equivalence partitions of the
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residues, 0 to m-1 for each modulo m, and it has a range unique up to
the product of the relatively prime moduli used.
The residues for the decimal numbers 0 through 30 modulo 2, 3, and 5
are given in Table 5. Using the table entries it is evident that
arithmetic operations are performed in parallel in each modulos. The
residues of 3, are (1,0,3) and the residues of 9 are (1,0,4). The sum
of the residues is 0,0,2, (where 4+3 modulo 5 is 2), and the triplet
(0,0,2) represents decimal number 12 as expected.
In order to implement the designs involving real time computing it
is necessary to have a nonlinear optical transducer, typically in the
form of a spatial light modulator (SLM). In this design the SLM is a
relatively slow, high resolution device, the Hughes liquid crystal light
valve (LCLV); it has been used in previous work in a range of optical
computation applications [15,16,17,18]. The Hughes liquid crystal light
valve (LCLV) is a two dimensional spatial light modulator whose basic
operation is a function of the birefringent property of liquid crystal
molecules.
The active area of the device is the central one square inch with a
resolution of about 600 lines per inch. This provides an array of 600 x
600 simultaneously and independently accessible image elements, and has
a switching time of about lmsec. The device requires 6 to 10 volts A.C.
for operation [1].
A crossection of the layered structure of the Hughes Liquid Crystal
Light Valve is shown in Figure 23. The three major components of the
structure are the liquid crystal layer shown at the right of the figure,
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Table 5
Residue Arithmetic Representation
Of Decimal Numbers In Bases 2, 3, & 5
DECIMAL RESIDUES
I
I
I
I
INTEGERS
BASE 2 BASE 3 BASE 5
0 0 0 0
1 1 I 1
2 0 2 2
3 1 0 3
4 0 1 4
5 1 2 0
6 0 0 1
7 1 1 2
8 0 2 3
9 1 0 4
10 0 1 0
11 1 2 1
12 0 0 2
13 1 1 3
14 0 2 4
15 1 0 0
16 0 1 1
17 1 2 2
18 0 0 3
19 1 1 4
20 0 2 0
21 1 0 1
22 0 1 2
23 1 2 3
24 0 0 4
25 1 1 0
26 0 2 1
27 I 0 2
28 0 1 3
29 1 2 4
30 0 0 0
!
I
I
I
!
!
I
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Ii dielctric mirror in the center, and a CdS photosensitive semiconductor
at the left. The AC voltage signal, applied to transparent electrodes
I forming the external layers of the sandwich, biases the field across the
i liquid crystal layer, typically to a level just below threshold. An
incident write beam shown at the left strikes the photosensitive CdS
i film on the input side of the light valve. The intensity of this beam
controls the total field produced across the liquid crystal layer. This
i in turn affects a change in the tip of the liquid crystal molecules at
I that location and hence provides control over their birefringence. A
polarized read beam incident on the output side of the device at the
i
l
i TRANSPARENT \ TRANSPARENT
ELECTRODE \ ELECTRODE I
zlz pz./._ ; IiJ _ DIELECTRIC ' ANALYZER
t I/ o vo,,. J
CdS FILM MIRROR
I
LIGHT BLOCKING
LAYER CdTe
Figure 23. LCLV structure.
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same coordinates as the write beam, shown at the right in Figure 23, is
reflected by the dielectric mirror separating the semiconductor and
liquid crystal layers. The polarization of the beam after traversing
the liquid crystal layer twice is changed due to the birefringence of
the molecules. Hence the intensity of the reflected beam after passing
through an analyzer is controlled by the the intensity of the light
incident on the LCLV input (write beam) side.
The write beam intensity level and AC voltage level can be adjusted
to cause a predetermined amount of change in linear polarization states.
In the suggested design, the intensity and voltage levels are chosen
such that for no input write beam intensity the incident read beam
polarization state is maintained and for maximum write beam intensity
the read beam polarization is rotated by 90 °.
Using this configuration, the light valve will be used to construct
a birefringent gate providing a simple technique for implementing
optical mapping units or interconnections between the position coded
inputs and outputs described earlier, to build optical look up tables.
Appendix A Summary
A review of the field of numerical
specifically matrix multiplication, has been
the background discussion given in Chapter I.
optical computing and
presented, complementing
The design aspects of the
work presented in this report including position coding, holography,
residue arithmetic and the Hughes LCLV have been introduced. These are
essential to the matrix vector multiplier design for demonstrating a
high-speed large-throughput system with position coded look up tables
for interconnection schemes.
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APPENDIX B
Mathematical Analysis of Polarization Decomposition
at Non Normal Incidence in Liquid Crystals
An analysis of polarization decomposition in a liquid crystal cell
for beams with non-normal incidence onto the cell is presented in this
appendix. It will be shown that there is a preferred liquid crystal
director orientation relative to the incidence plane and polarization,
in which the birefringence of the liquid crystals is best exhibited.
The results of this derivation are used in Chapters II and Ill.
Coordinate Transformations
Consider a homogeneous parallel liquid crystal alignment where the
director orientation is initially parallel to the cell substrate. This
A
is shown in Figure 24 with the
with no applied bias or field.
axis of the liquid crystal.
director n initially in the z direction
This is also the direction of the optic
Let the liquid crystal molecule tip,
induced by an applied voltage or input intensity, be in the xz plane
with tip angle e measured from the z axis.
Defining the x'y'z' coordinate system, shown in Figure 24(a), for
the tipped molecules, then x'y'z' are expressed in terms of xyz as
fol lows :
x' = (cose) x - (sine) z
I
y = y
z' = (sine) x + (cose) z (39)
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y" I
X" X I
Figure 24. Coordinate systems.
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Consider a beam incident on the cell in consideration at an angle y
from the normal, polarized at 45° to the y" and z" directions as shown
in Figure 24(b). Another coordinate transformation relates coordinates
x"y"z" to xyz as follows:
x = (cosy) x" + (siny) y" (40)
y = -(siny) x" + (cosy) y" (41)
z = z" (42)
Combining Equations (37) through (42) gives x'y'z' in
x"y"z" :
x' = cosy(cose) x" + siny(cose) y" - (sine) z"
y' = -(siny) x" + (cosy) y"
z' = cosy(sine) x" + siny(cose)y" + (cose) z"
terms of
(43)
(44)
(45)
Polarization decomposition.
The decomposition of the input read beam polarization along the two
allowed mutually orthogonal polarization directions will be analyzed
using the coordinate transformations of Equations (43) to (45). The
analysis involves the birefringent polarization ellipsoid of the
anisotropic uniaxial liquid crystal molecules expressed in terms of an
index ellipsoid [76].
The propagation of waves in anisotropic media is expressed in terms
of the refractive index variation relative to the wave propagation
direction, incidence angle, and polarization. The index variation is
represented in an index ellipsoid [11,76], an ellipsoid of revolution
for the uniaxial case, as shown in Figure 25, with refractive index ne
in the z direction, and no in the x,y plane. In this case, the optic
axis is defined by the direction normal to the circular cross section of
the ellipsoid, and for liquid crystals this direction is parallel to the
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director. As the liquid crystal molecules rotate,
orientation and the optic axis direction also change.
The allowed polarization directions are in a plane
the ellipsoid
passing through
the center of the ellipsoid, perpendicular to the propagation direction.
Generally this plane and the ellipsoid intersect to form a polarization
ellipse where the allowed polarization directions are parallel to the
axes of that ellipse. For the efficient operation of the liquid crystal
cell in selecting or transmitting one of two orthogonal polarization
components as a function of the tip angle e it is desirable to have the
input polarization decompose into two equal components along the allowed
polarization directions. It will be shown that careful attention to
liquid crystal orientation and incident beam propagation direction, are
necessary for this to occur.
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Figure 25. Index ellipsoid.
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The ordinary
used to define the index ellipsoid
system:
x2/nx 2 + y2/ny2 + z2/nz 2 =
with nz = ne, and nx = ny = no.
(no) and extraordinary (ne)
equation in
refractive indices are
the given coordinate
1 (46)
Similarly, in the x',y',z' coordinate system the index ellipsoid is
written as follows:
x'2/nx '2 + y'2/ny'2 + z'2/nz '2 = I (47)
where nx'= ny'= nx : ny = no and nz' = nz = ne.
Substituting for x', y', and z' from Equations (43), (44), and (45)
respectively, in Equation (47), gives the following relationship between
the incident beam coordinates and the refractive indeces:
[cosy(cose)x"+siny(cose)y"-(sine)z"] 2 + [-(siny)x"+Icosy)y"]2
no2 no
+ [cosy(sine)x"+siny(cose)y"+(cose)z"] 2 =
ne2
When Equation (48) is expanded and evaluated
1 (48)
in the x" = 0 plane, (a
plane perpendicular to the propagation direction), then the following
expression is obtained:
y"2[ne2(sin2 Y cos20 + cos2y) + no2 sin2y sin20]
+ 2y"z" [sine cose siny (no2-ne2)]
+ z,,2 [ne2 sin2e + no2 cos2e] = ne2 no2 (49)
Now consider the incident light polarization. The input is plane
polarized at 45° to the y" and z" directions and thus it is decomposed
into equal y" and z" components. It is desired that these components be
equal and also parallel to the allowed polarization directions of the
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ellipse, independent of e and y. This occurs when the cross term in
Equation (49) vanishes, i.e., when the coefficient of the y"z" term goes
to zero as given in the following expression,
sinB cose siny (no2-ne 2) = 0 (50)
so that Equation (49) can be put in the form:
ay ''2 + bz ''2 = ne2no 2 (51)
There are several trivial solutions in which expression (50) holds: if
ne = no (no birefringence, isotropic medium), if e=o or 90 ° (which means
that the liquid crystal cell must be operated in only one of two
possible states), or if y=O (which implies normal incidence),
Consider this last case, (y=O), before two other
are presented. At normal incidence x" = x', y"=y',
reduces to:
general solutions
and Equation (49)
y,,2 [ne2] + z,,2 [ne2 sin20 + no2 cos20] = ne2 no2 (52)
Let the ellipse intersect the y" axis at Yo" and the z'°axis at Zo"
This gives:
yo"2 [ne 2] + Zo"2 [ne 2 sin2O + no2 cos2O] = ne2 no2 (53)
Evaluating Yo" when Zo" = 0 gives the effective refractive index
neff(x" ,y" ,z" ) in the y" direction; from Equation (53) this is seen to
be:
Yo" = neff(O,Yo",O) = no
and Yo is independent of O. Simlarly, for y"=O, the effective index is
Zo,, = neff(O,O,zo" ) =
neno
(54)
[ne 2 sin2O + no2 COS2O] 1/2
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Checking the last expression, neff(O,O,zo" ) should be ne at e:O, and
no at e = 90°; this is easily verified.
Now consider the case where y @ O. The expressions for the
effective index or the ellipse principal axes are more complicated and
are now functions of both 9 and y. The non-zero cross term in Equation
(49) can be eliminated only by changing the physical orientation of
the liquid crystal cell, the input polarization or both. Two approaches
are presented here.
a. Relative rotation between polarization ellipse and input
polarization plane.
In the first approach, a relative rotation by an angle c is
introduced between the polarization ellipse and the input polarization
plane, such that the polarization ellipse axes and the directions of
equal polarization decomposition are parallel, implying that the cross
term in Equation (49) vanishes. This can be expressed in terms of a
coordinate rotation about the x" direction where orthogonal directions
y"z" are rotated into y"' z'".
X" = X'''
y" : (cos_) y'" + (sin_) z'" (55)
z" : -(sin_) y'" +(cosc) z'" (56)
Equations (55) and (56) can be written in matrix form:
= (57)
\z"/ \-sine cos_/ "
Equation (49) also can be written in matrix form as follows:
T
\z"/ B C \z"// = ne2no 2 (58)
where A = ne2(sin2y cos2e + cos2y) + no2 sin2x sin 2e]
I01
and
B : [sine cose siny (no2-ne2)]
C = [ne2 sin28 + no2 cos2e].
coordinate transformation ofIntroducing the
Equation (58), then the conditions for diagonalizing
Equation (58) so that the y"z" term vanishes, can be
following matrices are multiplied,
T
c°sc Y'" + sin_ z":) C BD) _c°s_
sin_ y'" + cosE z" \-sine
to give:
y,,,2 [A cos2c - 2B sin_ cos_ + C sin2_]
+ 2 y"'z"' [B (c0s2¢ - sin2_) + (A - C) sine cos_]
+ z'''2 [A sin2c + 2B sin_ cos_ + C cos2_] = ne2no 2
Equation (57) to
the matrix in
derived. The
sin_ <Y":I=COSt/ Z' ' ne2 n°2
(59)
(60)
'" term to zero gives the conditionSetting the coefficient of the y"'z
on c:
B (cos2c - sin2_) + (A - C) sine cost : 0
or
B (cos2c - sin2c) = (C - A) sine cost (61)
Dividing both sides of Equation (61) by cos2e and using the trignometric
identitity 1 - tan2c = 2 tanc / tan2c gives:
B (1 - tan2c) : (C - A) tanc
or B (2tanE/tan2c) = (C - A) tanc
hence tan2e = 2B/(C - A)
Solving for c gives:
= tan-1[2B/(C - A)] / 2
(62)
(63)
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Substituting for A, B, and C in Equation (63) gives:
= 1 tan-1 [
It is clear that
rotation of the liquid crystal
or y changes.
Using the condition given
c is a function of
cell or polarization plane every
2 [sine cose siny (nn2-np2)] ]
%2(sinZe _ sinZycos2e _ cos2y) + noZ(CosZO _ sinZysin2e)
(64)
both e and y, implying a physical
time e
in Equation (62) and substituting
from that equation in the y,,,2 and z '''2 coefficents in
and simplifying, results in the following expression:
for B
Equation (60),
y,,,2 [A cos2c - C sin2_] + z'"2 [C cos2c - A sin2_]
cos2E - sin2c cos2E - sin2E
= ne 2 no 2
(65)
This last expression has the form:
n_2 + Zlll2
'2 n__12
:1
Solving for no'" and ne'" gives:
1 : [A COS2C - C sin2_]
n-_-''2 ne2no2(COS2_ - sin2_) (66)
and
I : [C cos2E - A sin2c]
ne"'2 neZnoZ(cos2c - sinZc)
Substituting for cos2¢ from Equation (62) using the identities
sin2_/cos2_, and sin2c : ¢I-cos_2¢, it can be shown that no"':
(67)
tan2_ =
no, as
desired. A similar substitution in Equation (67) gives the following
III.
expression for ne
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, = ne2 no2 / [ne2 sin20 cos2y + no2 (1-sin2O cos2y)]Be ,,2
This should reduce to the expression for the effective refractive index,
neff, in the normal incidence case where y =
Indeed,
n e
O, as in Equation (54).
= neff 2 = ne2 no2/ (ne 2 sin20 + no2 cos20)
The solution suggested in this subsection satisfies the conditions,
but its
each time the LC molecule tip angle
direction is changed.
There is one orientation in which
not require a physical rotation of
practical solution. This
subsection.
implementation requires a physical rearrangement
is changed or
of components
the incidence
the dependence on e and y does
components, suggesting a more
orientation is discussed in the next
b. Orientation of LC cell and incidence plane.
In this second approach, the incidence plane and the liquid crystal
rotation plane are coincident. This ensures that a beam polarized at
45 ° in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction will be
decomposed into one component that remains parallel to one of the
principal axes of the polarization ellipse, and another component at an
angle B±y away from the other ellipse principal axis direction.
The suggested orientation is shown in Figure 26, where the liquid
crystal optical axis or director is initially in the y direction and the
tip plane is the xy (or x'y', or x"y") plane.
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Figure 26. Liquid crystal orientation with rotation in incidence
plane.
The coordinate transformations presented earlier take a simpler
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
form. Equations (37) to (39) are replaced by the following:
x' = Icose) x + (sine) y (68)
y' -(sinel x + (cose) y 169)
z' = z (70)
and similarly Equations (40) to (42) are replaced by:
x = (cosy) x" + (siny) y" (71)
y = -(siny) x" + (cosy) y" (72)
z = z" (73)
and therefore x'y'z' are written in terms of x"y"z" as follows:
x' = cosy(cose)x"+siny(cose)y"+cosy(sine)y"-siny(sine)x"
y' = -cosy(sine)x"-siny(sine)y"-siny(cose)x"+cosy(cose)y"
Z' = Z" : Z
Applying these transformations in the ellipsoid
substituting into Equation (47) gives:
(74)
(75)
(76)
equation by
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ne2[E(cosycose-sinysine)x"+(sinycose+cosysine)y"] 2 + z"2]
+ no2 [(-cosysinO-sinycosO)x"+(cosycosO-sinysinO)y"] 2 = ne2no2
(77)
expression is
Combining terms and using trignometric identities gives:
ne2[[cos(y+O)x"+sin(y+O)y"] 2 + Z "2] + no2[-sin(y+O)x"+(cos(y+O)y"]2
= no2ne 2
After expanding and combining terms again the following
obtained:
(x")2 [ne2 cos2(y+O) + no2 sin2(y+o)]
+ (y,,)2 [ne2 sin2(y+O) + no2 cos2(y+O)] + ne2(Z,,)2
+ 2(x")(y")[(ne2-no2)] sin(y+e)cos(y+e) = no2ne 2
(78)
For x"=O then Equation (78) reduces to:
(y.)2 [ne2 sin2(y+e) + no2 cos2(y+e)] + ne2(Z,,)2 =
This expression can be rearranged to give:
no2ne 2 (79)
(y,,)2 [ne2 sin2(y+e) + no2 cos2(y+o)] (z")2
+ = 1
no2ne 2 no2 (80)
The intersections of the polarization ellipse with the ellipsoid can now
be found.
of e or y.
Solving for Zo" at y"=O gives Zo"=n o as expected, independent
Similarly, solving for Yo" at z"=O gives:
ne no
[ne2 sin2(_+O) + no2 Cos2(y+B)]I/2
Yo" = neff(O,Yo" ,0) = (81)
as desired.
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Using the orientation shown in Figure 26, it is possible to have a
continuous range of angles e and y and still have the equal polarization
component directions and the prinipal axes of the ellipse parallel. The
only requirements are that the incidence plane and the molecule rotation
plane be the same and that the input polarization be at 45° in a plane
normal to the incidence plane. These concepts are used in Chapters II
and Ill.
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APPENDIX C I
Hologram Coupl_ Wave _eo_
The derivation of the expressions for the incident reconstruction I
and the diffracted wave amplitudes, their coupling, and the form of the I
diffraction efficiency in the phase transmission hologram described in []
IChapter II, are presented in this Appendix. The discussion involves
a solution of the wave equation and Kogelnik's coupled wave theory I
The h ram emulsion geometry, previously shown in Figure 8 is I
repeated here in Figure 27 for convenience. An inset has been added
showing the vector diagram for the incident and reconstructed wave i
directions _, _ respectively _d the resultant grating normal _. The I
ANGLE __ I
ANGLE I_"_..-..'_ t . ..
-- _z_______----------1-_-_-no+ n tIN AIR U _-_-- _ _
_,__ I _ _ I
HALF // n
W IDT H / I ___
IN AIR 8. ________.._,FRINGES I
I I ,_,,-_ I
_ ___
Figure 27. Hologram geometry.
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incident reconstruction beam is indicated at the right using the
notation Er = Ei and the diffracted wave shown at the left is denoted by
Es : Ed. Mathematically, the incident and diffracted plane waves are
expressed as
Ei = Er = R(z) exp(-j_i._) (82)
Ed = Es : S(z) exp(-j___d._) (83)
where R(z) and S(z) are the complex field amplitudes desired.
Consider the propagation of a plane wave, denoted by E in general,
in an emulsion with relative dielectric constant _, and conductivity c,
frequency m and let the free space permeability and dielectric constant
be Uo and _o respectively. It must satisfy the wave equation expressed
as [50]:
V2E + (ko)2E : 0
where (ko) 2 : (m2/c2)_ - jmUoO
propagation constant, k o is obtained.
is the general form
(84)
from which the
Substituting c = (_oo_o) I/2, the
'wave equation is written in the following form:
VeE + (m2UoEoo_ -jmUoo)E : 0 (85)
For a holographic emulsion where the exposure forms a sinusoidal
transmission grating due to the interference of two plane waves the
dielectric constant _ and conductivity _, are assumed to have a
sinusoidal variation, each about a mean value _o and _o respectively.
Thus
c : _o + _I cos (K.r) (86)
o = % + _1 cos (_.r) (87)
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Substituting Equations (86) and (87) into the expression for ko2 gives:
ko 2 = (_2Voeooe -j=_o _)
= =2_0eo01% + _I cos(_._)] -J="o[% + alCOS(_-£)]
= _2_oeooeo - J_voOo + (_2Vo oel -jmvoOl)COS(_.r) (88)
Substituting k2 for the expression m2Uoeoo and (88) in (84) gives:
V2E + [k2eo - J=Po° + (k2el - j=uoO1)cos(_._)]E = 0 (89)
The propagation constant, the term in the brackets, is now rewritten as
follows:
ko2 =
k(%)l/2[k(%)i/2 2J_vo°o kel JmVool
- + 2[ _ ]
Z k(%) I/2 2 (%)112 2 k(%)iI 2
Using the following substitutions:
(90)
B : k(%) I/2 : 2_no/X a (91) I
: =Vo%/2k(%)I/2 (92)
x = 0.5[kei/2(%)I/2 - jmpoOl/2k(%)i/2] (93)
= 0.5[kei/2(%) I/2 " J:1] (94)
aI = mVoO1/2k(%)t/2 (95) i
The propagation constant can be written as follows:
ko2 = BIB - 2ja + 2x (exp[j_.r_] + exp[-j_._])]
= B2 -2jab +2jxB (exp[j_._] + exp[-j_._])
The coefficient x is a complex coupling constant
(96)
relating the
incident and diffracted waves.
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Recalling the plane wave forms of Equations (82) and
that:
__d = _i - _ (97)
and making the substitution E= Ei+Ed in Equation (C-8), as well as the
form of the propagation constant given in Equation (96) gives:
V2[R(z) exp(-j_i._) + S(z) exp(-jK_d._)] +
[B2-2jaB+2jxB(exp[jK.r]+exp[-jK.r])] [R(z)exp(-j__i._)+S(z)exp(-j___d._)]
(83), and
=0
(98)
Equation (97) must be satisfied for arbitrary _ and the
coefficients of the exp(-j_i._) and the exp(-jK_d._)] terms must
separately be zero. The other terms involving exp(-j[K_+K_i]._) and
exp(-j[_-Sd]._) are ignored as they represent waves that do not satisfy
the Bragg condition. Noting that
_i._ = _ixx + _iz z
_._d.r : _dx x + _dz z
_.2 _. 2 +K. 2
K_ 2 1 X 2 1 Z2Kdx + _dz
then combining the terms with exp(-j__i._) and
gives the following two equations:
exp(-j___d._)] coefficients
and
R" - 2J_iz R' - Ki2R + B2R -2jab R + 2xBS = 0
S" - 2J_dz S' - Kd2S + B2S -2jab S + 2xBR : 0
Equations (99) and (100) are a pair of coupled equations
(99)
(lO0)
which can
be stated in another form by considering the following assumptions and
definitions.
The complex field amplitudes R(z) and S(z) are assumed to be slowly
varying functions, thus the second order derivatives in Equations (99)
III
and (i00) can be neglected. As defined in Figure 27, l_il = B, thus
eliminating two terms in Equation (99).
A second assumption involves the (B2 - _d2)S terms of (100). In
the general case let the reconstruction beam incidence angle deviate by
a small angle 6o about the Bragg angle eo inside the medium such that e
= 9o + 60 . The (B2 -(d2) coefficient represents the resultant deviation
in the vector diagram due to the incident beam deviation from the Bragg
angle. Using a small angle approximation it can be shown that [50]:
(B2 -Kd 2) : 2 B2 60 sin2e o (101)
Let r = B 60 sin2B o, then using the notation (B2 -Kd2) = 2Br, cR =
(iz/B, and cS = Kdz/B, [49], and dividing the left and right hand sides
of Equations (99) and (100) by -2jB, gives the following simplified
forms:
cRR' + oR = - jxS (102)
csS' + (_ + jr)S = - jxR (103)
In this form, the coupling between the incident complex wave
amplitude and the corresponding diffracted complex wave amplitude is
evident with the coupling coefficient appearing in both of the above
equations. The particular form in which the coupling occurs is a
function of the type of recording medium, affecting the specific form of
the coupling factor x and the phase factor r. To see these effects the
expressions for the complex field amplitudes must be derived and then
the parameters for the specific situation can be substituted.
This can be done by substituting Equation (102) in (103) to obtain
the following second order differential equation:
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R" + (alcR + alc s + jFICs)R' + (IIcRCS)(a2 +jaF +x2)R : 0 (104)
Equation (104) has a solution of the form R(z) = exp(yz) which
results in the following characteristic quadratic equation for y,
y" + (a/cR + a/c S + jF/cs)Y' + (i/cRcs)(a 2 +jar +x2)y = 0 (105)
and the roots:
YI : ((a/CR+a/cs-JF/cs) + [(a/CR-_/cs-JF/Cs) 2 - 4X2/CrCs]I/2)/2
Y2 = ((a/CR+_/cs-JF/cs) - [(_/CR'_/cs-JF/cs) 2 - 4x2/CrCs]I/2)/2
The solution to Equation (104) has the general form:
R(z) = Rlexp(Yl z) + R2exp(y2z ) (106)
and from Equation (102), S(z) has the form:
S(z) = Slexp(Yl z) + S2exp(Y2z) (107)
where R1, R2, S1, and S2 are obtained from the boundary conditions, and
Y1 and Y2, differ for each type of recording medium.
Consider a solution of the coupled wave equations for a lossless
phase transmission hologram of the type described in Chapter II.
Assuming an emulsion of thickness T and a hologram emulsion located with
its left edge at z=O and its right edge at z=T, then consider an
incident plane wave from the left, R(z), of unity (normalized) amplitude
which produces a diffracted wave, S(z).
First the general form for the diffracted wave, S(z), is
determined. This will be a function of the emulsion thickness, the
characteristic equation roots, Y1 and Y2, and the coupling constant x.
The value of S(z) at z=T, i.e. S(T), is then determined for the special
case. This value is then used to find the diffraction efficiency by
using the expression n = SS*/RR*.
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The boundary condition gives:
R(O) = 1 = R1 + R2
S(O) = 0 = S1 + S2
Using S'(O) = YIS1 + Y2S2 from Equation (107) and the boundary I
conditions, in Equation (103) gives:
Cs(YiS 1 + Y2S2) = -jx
and solving for S1 and S2,
SI = -S2 = -jx/[Cs(Yi-Y2)]
Substituting into Equation (107) and evaluating at z=T gives,
(108)
S(T) = j[x/(Cs(Y1-Y2))] [exp(YIT)-exp(Y2T)] (109)
Equation (109) is the general form to be used in determining
I
I
I
the I
diffracted wave for all cases.
For the special case of a phase transmission hologram
emulsion is considered a lossless dielectric, and so _ = _1 = O.
roots YI and Y2 of Equation (104) take on the
forms :
Y1 = (-JF/Cs + [(-Jr/cs )2 - 4x2/CrCs]I/2)/2
Y2 = (-jr/cs - [(-JF/Cs )2 - 4x2/CrCs ]I/2)/2
Noting that cr = cs = cose and using the parameters defined in Equations
(5) an (6) in Chapter II and rewritten here,
the
The
following simplified
= aBT/sinO o = FT/2cosB o
= xT/cosB = v(T)
the roots Y1 and Y2 are rewritten as follows:
Y1 = (I/T)[-j_ + j(_2+v2) I12]
Y2 = (I/T)[-j_ - j(_2+v2) I/2]
(110)
(111)
(112)
(113)
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To evaluate S(T), substitute the following combinations in Equation
(1o9):
Y1 - Y2 = (2jlT)(_2+_2) I12
ylT = [-j_ + j(_2+92)I/2]
and y2T = [-j_ - j(_2+v2)l12]
Therefore,
S(T(C,u)) :-j exp(-j_) sin[(__2+y2)! {2]
(1+_z/v-)_,,
(114)
Substituting in the expression for diffraction efficiency:
n = SS*/RR*= ]S(T)]2/]R(O)I 2
gives:
n : IS(T(_,,,))I 2 :
(115)
sin2[(_2+_211/2] = _2sin_E_{2+_2)I/2](1+{2/_2 +_2) (116)
This is the expression used in Equation (9) in Chapter II for the
diffraction efficiency of a phase transmission hologram.
To better understand the physical coupling between the incident and
the diffracted waves, the expression for the incident wave complex field
amplitude will now be derived and a simple case is considered.
Substituting Equations (106) and (107) in Equation (102) gives:
(CRYIR1 + mR1) exp(YlZ) + (CRY2R2 + aR2)exp(y2z)
= -jxSlexp(yl z) - jxS2exp(y2z )
Equating the exp(ylZ) and exp(y2z) coefficients on
Equation (117) and solving for R1 and R2 gives:
R1 = -jxSl/(CRY I + a)
R2 = -jxS2/(CRY 2 + _)
(117)
both sides of
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Substituting for S1 and S2 from Equation (C-27) gives:
RI = [-jx/(cRY 1 + _)] [-jx/[Cs(Yi-Y2)]]
= -X2/Cs(YI-Y2)(CRY1 + _)
R2 = [-jx/(cRY 2 + _)] j×/[Cs(YI-Y2)]
= x2/Cs(Y1-Y2)(CRY2 + _)
Replacing RI and R2 in Equation (106) gives the following expression
for R(z):
R(z) : [x2/Cs(Y1-Y2)][exp(y2z)/(CRY2+:) -exp(ylZ)/(CRYl+:)]
(118)
Evaluating Equation (118) for a phase transmission hologram, (_=0)
at z=T and at Bragg incidence, (6=0, {=0), and substituting for y1 T,
y2T, and cR and cS as before, gives:
R(T) : [x2T21cos2B] (cosv)/v 2
but _ = xT/cosO o thus,
R(T(O,v)) : (cosy)
and IR(T(O,v))J2 = (cos2v)
Recalling the expression for
evaluating at Bragg incidence gives:
S(T) from Equation
(119)
(114) and
]S(T(O,v))I2 : (sin2u)
Equations (119) and (120) are plotted in Figure 28.
increases from zero, the amplitude of the incident wave
(12o)
Note that as
decreases while
the amplitude of the diffracted wave increases until the point v = _/2
is reached. This shows the coupling of energy out of the incident wave
and into the diffracted wave, with 100% conversion at u=x/2 for
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Figure 28. Coupling between incident and diffracted waves in a
holographic emulsion.
Bragg incidence. The change in v
consider the expression for v:
= xT/cosB
where in the general case,
x = 0.5[kel/2(_o) I/2 - jal]
For a lossless phase transmission hologram aI = O,
is interpreted in two ways. First
SO,
× = [k_i14(Co)I/2 (121)
Using Equation (86) for the spatial variation of the dielectric
constant e, and the definition of the refractive index n2 = e, then,
n2 = E = e0 + eI cos (_.r)
The refractive index can also be written in terms of an average medium
index, no, and a variation about the average, nl:
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n2 = c o + E l cos (_.r) = (n o + nI cos (_.r)) 2
Assuming nl<<n o, then performing the square operation
expression gives no = (Co)i/2, and 2non I = el, so
nI = ¢112%= El12(_o) I12
Substituting Equation (122) in (121) gives:
x = (knl/2)
or x = (_nl/_a)
Replacing x in the expression for v gives:
v = (_nll},a)T/cosO
v = _nlT/},acosB
in the above
(122)
(123)
(124)
From Equation (124), it is seen that v can change by changing n1
or T, assuming the wavelength is constant. This leads to the following
interpretation of Figure 28. The refractive index variation, n1, is a
function of the exposure and for a given emulsion thickness T, it is
desired that the exposure give nI such that v_/2, or from Equation
(124), that
nI = XaCOSB/2T
When this condition is met, there will be 100% coupling between the
incident and reconstructed waves at Bragg incidence.
A second interpretation assumes that nI is determined by the
exposure and now T is allowed to vary, i.e. the coupling is observed at
different emulsion thicknesses. It is again seen that at the emulsion
thickness determined from Equation (124) for v_/2, namely T=LaCOSB/2n 1,
then 100% coupling between incident and reconstructed waves occurs.
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wave amplitudes were
efficiency in phase
coupling between the
Appendix C Summary
The expressions for the incident reconstruction and the diffracted
derived leading to the expression for diffraction
transmission hologram used in Chapter II. The
incident and diffracted waves inside the emulsion
was also described in Figure 28.
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APPENDIX D
Description of Matrix-Vector Multiplier Apparatus
The appartus for the optical matrix vector multiplier is described
in this appendix. A list of all the components is presented and
drawings of the individual groups of components shown in Figure 11 in
Chapter Ill, based on photographs of the matrix-vector multiplier
apparatus will be shown. An overall view of the system is presented
first in Section 1, followed by a discussion of each group of components
and its function in Sections 2 through 7.
center, two laser
holographic memory.
the top center are
I. Matrix-Vector Multiplier Apparatus: Overall Optical Configuration.
A general overall review of the system is presented in this
section. The optical components for the matrix multiplier are shown in
Figure 29 and a list of all the components is given in Table 6. The
lenses and mirrors are numbered and are denoted by L# and M#
respectively. The system also uses one light valve, LCLV, shown at the
sources, a microprocessor controlled CRT and a
LASER 1, shown at the left, and the CRT, shown at
used to implement the multiplication mapping unit.
LASER 2, shown at the bottom, and the holographic storage unit, shown at
the right, are used to implement the addition mapping units. The laser
sources are used here only for demonstration purposes to simulate inputs
generated from an array of sources, perhaps an array of optical fibers.
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demonst rat ion apparatus.
I
I
Component
Table 6
Matrix Vector Multiplier Optical Components
Description
I
I
I
Iaser I
Iaser 2
light valve
CRT
half wave plate
M1
L1
L2
GT1
L3
L4
GT2.
M2
L5
L6
M3
M4
L7
M5
M6
L8,
L9,
LIO.
Lll
L12
L13
holographic memory
M7
L14
M8
M9
MIO
L15
Mll
M12
L16
L17
L18
M13
L19
L20
L21
L22
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Argon ion laser, _ = 514.6 nm
Argon ion laser, _ : 514.6 nm
Hughes Liquid Crystal Light Valve,
homeotropic alignment, # H4050
Clinton CE656-M6P1
>./2, for },=514.6 nm
Flat mirror for LASER 1 input
10 X microscope objective
40 mm ¢, 125 mm focal length (fl)
Glan Thompson polarizing cube
42 mm @, 250 mm fl
42 mm @, 250 mm fl
Glan Thompson polarizing cube
Flat dielectric coated mirror
42 mm ¢, 250 mm fl
42 mm ¢, 250 mm fl, field lens
Flat dielectric coated mirror
Flat dielectric coated mirror
42 mm ¢, 250 mm fl
Flat mirror
Flat mirror
40 mm ¢, 125 mm fl
42 mm @, 250 mm fl, field lens
10 X microscope objective
40 mm @, 150 mm fl
49 mm ¢, 550 mm fl
62 mm ¢, 100 mm fl
Kodak 649F, bleached emulsion
mirror
51 mm ¢, 240 mm fl
Flat mirror
Flat mirror
Flat mirror
60mm ¢, 127 mm fl, compound lens
Flat mirror for LASER 2 input
Flat mirror for LASER 2 input
10 X microscope objective
40 mm ¢, II0 mm fl, field lens
42 mm ¢, 250 mm fl
Flat mirror for CRT input
42 mm ¢, 250 mm fl
47 mm ¢, 56 mm fl, compound lens
40 mm ¢, 170 mm fl, field lens
50 mm ¢, 121 mm fl, compound lens
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There are six main groups of components each with a specific task.
The groups will be identified first before giving the detailed features
and operations performed by each in the following Sections. The
components in each group are listed below.
Multiplication input read beam components:
LASER 1 and M1, not shown, _/2 plate, L1, and L2 provide a
collimated horizontally polarized input read beam for the
multiplier mapping unit.
Loop components:
GT1, L3, LCLV, L4, GT2, M2, L5, L6, M3, M4, L7, form a set
identified as the loop used to shift the input beam sideways as
it reflects successively off different light valve spots. This
set of components constitutes the 'polarizing mirror' of Figures
3 and 4.
Hologram addressing components:
M5, M6, L8, L9, LIO, Lll, L12, and L13 are the components
providing the position coded input to the holographic memory
to give a reconstruction beam matching the reference beam.
Holographic memory output imaging components:
M7, L14, M8, M9, MIO, and L15 are used to image
generated from the holographic memory onto the LCLV
the patterns
write side.
Adder input read beam components:
LASER 2, Mll and M12, not shown, L16, L17, L18, and L19, are
used to provide a vertically polarized input beam for the adder
mapping unit focussed in the plane of M3, past the edge of the
mirror, and directed towards mirror M4 and lens L7.
CRT Imaging components:
CRT, M13, L20, L21, L22, L15, are used to image the CRT
generated patterns for multiplication on the write beam side of
the LCLV.
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2. Multiplication Input Read Beam Component Description
The components providing a polarized input read beam for the
multiplier mapping unit, are shown in Figure 30. They are: LASER I,
k/2 plate, Ml, LI, and L2. The remaining components in the figure, GTI,
L3, L4 and the light valve are shown for convenience. The object is to
provide a collimated, horizontally polarized beam into GTI.
Subsequently the beam is focused on the light valve output face.
LASER I
GTI
LCLV
L5
L4
MI
Figure 30. Drawing of multiplier input read beam optics.
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Lenses LI and L2 provide the desired collimated input.
placed a focal length away from focussed spot produced
microscope objective LI. The Glan Thompson polarizing
cube, GT1, reflects a vertical polarization and transmits
Lens L2 is
by the IOX
beamsplitter
a horizontal
polarization when placed in collimated space, so a half wave plate
placed immediately following the laser rotates the laser's vertical
polarization by 90 ° to give a horizontally polarized input to GTI. The
beam is focussed onto the light valve by lens L3. As shown in Figure
30, the read beam is at non normal incidence, in fact its optical axis
is at an angle of approximately 15° to the light valve normal.
3. Loop Component Description
The loop components are shown in Figure 31. The same set of loop
components is used in implementing both the multiplication and addition
look up tables. The LCLV is shown at the top right and prism GTI at the
left, and prism GT2 in the center. The
include L3, L4, M2, L5, L6, M3, M4, and L7.
components is to take a spot focused by lens
remaining loop components
The purpose of the loop
L3 onto the light valve
plane and image it onto an adjacent spot in that plane. This is done in
two stages. First the spot is imaged onto auxiliary mirror M3 using
lenses L4 and L5, and then that spot is imaged back onto the light vavle
using lenses L7 and L3. The image position on the light valve is
controlled by tilting mirror M3. This causes the beam directed towards
the light valve to shift sideways as it reflects successively off
different light valve spots.
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GTI
L3
LCLV
L6
M3
L7
M4
L5
M2 L4
Figure 31. Drawing of loop components.
The two polarizing cubes provide a means of input to (GT1) and
output from (GT2) the system by controlling polarization; they must
operate in collimated space which is provided between the pair of lenses
used to image from light valve to auxiliary mirror (between L4 and L5)
and back (between L7 and L3). Lenses L3 and L4 are each a focal length
away from the light valve and lenses L5 and L7 are each a focal length
away from mirror M3. The light
that if the write beam intensity
changed by 90 ° and if the write
polarization is unchanged. In
Figures 3 and 4 is realized.
valve operating conditions are set so
is high the read beam polarization is
beam intensity is low the read beam
this way the 'polarizing mirror' of
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The polarization of the light beams in the loop are significant.
To remain inside the loop, reflected by both polarizing cubes, the light
must be vertically polarized. Otherwise it exits the Ioop after being
transmitted by GT2. Consider the case where the beam reflected off the
light valve has a vertical polarization. In this case the light beam is
to be redirected onto the light valve. The beam is reflected off GT2
and imaged onto mirror M3. A field lens L6 in front of mirror M3
ensures that all the light remains within the effective aperture of the
system. The light reflected off mirrors M3 and M4 is collimated by lens
L7 and since it is still vertically polarized it is reflected by prism
GTI back onto the light valve, focused by lens L3 again. Mirror M3 is
tilted in such a way that the reflected beam travelling back toward the
light valve is focused at a shifted position with respect to the point
it was initially reflected from. With the aid mirrors M2 and M4, the
shift can be arranged to be in any orientation. The particular shift
direction chosen in this case is the Diagonal Shift Orientation
discussed in Chapter III, providing reflections along a 45 ° line with
respect to the horizontal.
Now assuming the beam polarization is unchanged after the second
bounce, it will be reflected again by both prisms and mirror M3 back to
the light valve. The beam remains in this loop, each time shifted in
the same direction as the first shift, until its polarization is changed
by a write beam positioned opposite one of the reflections off the LCLV.
In that case it is transmitted by prism GT2 and exits the loop
components.
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4. Hologram Addressing Component Description.
The hologram addressing components are shown in Figure 32. The
holographic memory composed of a Kodak 649F photographic plate is shown
at the top right. The remaining components after GT2 used in matching
the loop output to the desired hologram reconstruction beam input
include M5, M6, L8, L9, LIO, Lll, L12, and L13. These components
provide the position coded input to the holographic memory.
For the case where the beam reflected off the light valve is
horizontally polarized, it passes prism GT2 and is directed by mirrors
M5 and M6 to L8. Lens L8 effectively images the light valve plane.
This images the possible position coded array of multiplier output spots
representing the beams that reflect off the light valve, in the focal
plane of the microscope objective lens, LIO. Lens L9 is a field lens in
HOLOGRAM
LI3
Figure 32.
L8
L I0
LO
LII
Drawing of hologram addressing components.
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magnification for the beams fr m the mic osc pe o ect
I angular range of beams used in corstruct ng he h ogr
position coded array of 'sources' addre sin l the olo
I desired.
5. Holographic Memory Output Imaging Components
The components used to image the pattern con
holographic memory onto the LCLV write side are: M7,
and L15. They are arranged as shown in Figure 33.
I M7 LI4
, .
I
!
I
I
microscope objective.
desired angular
from the microscope objective, to match the
range of beams used in constructing the hologram. This gives a
ssing h graphic memory as
reconstructed from the
M7, L14, M8, M9, MIO,
M8
Figure 33. Drawing of holographic memory output imaging components.
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Depending on which of the light valve bounces addresses the
hologram a different pattern is reconstructed. The patterns are imaged
one at a time using lenses L14, L15, and mirrors M7, M8, M9, and MIO
onto the light valve write beam side shown in the center of Figure 33,
adjacent to the area on which the CRT generated patterns are imaged.
Due to the special orientation of beams and light valve in this design,
the holographic memory output imaging components are arranged in a plane
at 45 ° to a plane parallel to the optical bench containing most of the
other components. This is shown in Figure 33. The hologram generated
patterns can now be used to implement an addition mapping unit.
6. Addition Look up Table Input Read Beam
The adder input read beam components include LASER 2, Mll, M12,
L16, L17, L18, and L19, providing the vertically polarized input beam
for the adder look up table and are shown in Figure 34. Other
components, M3, M4, L6, L7 and GT1, are shown for convenience.
The laser source, LASER 2, is shown at the bottom, and mirror M3
toward the center. The generated read beam is oriented by mirrors Mll
and M12 and focussed by microscope objective lens L16, in the focal
plane of L18. Lens L17 is a field lens in that plane. Then L19
focusses the collimated beam from L18 in the plane of mirror M3 just
past the edge of that mirror, a plane conjugate to the light valve
plane. The vertically polarized beam is therefore in the focal plane of
lens L7 and mirrors M11 and M12 ensure that the beam is directed towards
the aperture of L7 via M4, proceeding collimated to prism GTI. It is
directed toward the area where the addition mapping unit write beam
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Figure 34. Drawing of addition mapping unit input read beam components.!
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pattern is
pattern the
horizontally or vertically polarized and is treated in the
as the multiplication mapping unit read beam.
i
7. CRT Imaging Components
Finally, the components used in imaging the CRT
onto the light valve write
L21, L22, and L15 used to
imaged. Depending on which row of a hologram generated
read beam is shifted along, the reflected beam is either
same manner
generated patterns
beam are identified. These are M13, L20,
provide the multiplication mapping unit
patterns. These are shown in Figure 35 with the CRT at the right and
the LCLV at the left. Mirror M13 and lens L20 are used to image the CRT
131
LC LV
L22
L21
CRT
Figure 35. Drawing of CRT imaging components.
plane in the focal plane of lens L22. Lens L21 is a field lens in that
plane. The collimated beam past L22 is focussed by lens L15 to image
the CRT patterns with a magnification factor of 0.5, matching the
spacing of the shifted read beams. The CRT output intensity is adjusted
to the level necessary to drive the light valve.
Appendix D Sumary
The appartus for the optical matrix vector multiplier was described
in this appendix showing drawings of the individual groups of components
shown in Chapter Ill. An overall view of the system was first presented
followed by a discussion of each individual group of components and its
function.
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APPENDIX E
Operational Modification Affecting Resolution
The optical matrix-vector multiplier presented in this work was
designed so that the maximum light valve resolution could be used in the
implementation and demonstration, as discussed in Chapter Ill. Power
requirements set by the limited efficiency of the particular hologram
constructed and used in the demonstration necessitated modifying the
design as described in this appendix, restricting the system resolution.
The components used in the design were intended to allow using the
light valve at its resolution limit. The lenses in the loop of Figure
11 were chosen to give focussed spots consistent with that limit. The
CdS resolution does not limit the read beam spot size for this
particular apparatus but does affect the spacing between multiple
reflections off the light valve. Initially the design called for
focussing the read beam to its smallest size as it passed through the
liquid crystal layer, on the order of fL/D, which turns out to be about
6.4um for lens L3 with a beam diameter of 1 cm. (This is smaller than
the light valve write beam resolution limit of 42_m.) However, to
obtain the needed power to generate a pattern from the hologram that
would have enough intensity to drive the light valve, it was necessary
to increase the initial input laser power. The liquid crystals could
not handle the power density at the focussed design spot size.
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In the actual demonstration a slightly larger spot size was used so
that desired power needed to overcome the hologram efficiency limits
would be available without affecting the liquid crystal operation. The
best results were obtained when lens L3 was translated along the
direction of propagation so that the read beam was slightly defocussed
as it propagated through the liquid crystal layer. This is because of
the power density and polarization properties of the system.
Initially the incident beam intensity was measured using a Jodon
450B silicon cell detector with a reading of 2.48 mW, for the beam with
a theoretical 6.4 um spot size radius. This gives a power density of
approximately 20,000 mW/mm 2 in the focussed spot whereas the recommended
maximum power density [78] is on the order of 10 mW/mm 2. (Researchers
at Hughes have not reported any observed effects for operating the light
valve at power densities above the stated maximum rating.) In fact this
is one of the system energy limits discussed in Chapter II. A set of
rings were observed in the reflected beam past the analyzer prism GT2.
These rings signify a radial phase change in the converging or diverging
beam such that nonplanar phase fronts are traversing the liquid crystal
layer, suggesting a nonuniform polarization in the radial direction due
to thermal effects in the liquid crystal layer. With a translated lens
L3 giving a .35mm spot size radius, a power density of about 6 mW/mm 2 is
obtained and the rings were no longer observed. Researchers working in
opto-opto modulation in nematic liquid crystals [79], also have reported
observing ring patterns in the output beams due to thermal effects when
operating at high power densities.
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In summary, the design system resolution was modified by using a
slightly larger spot size in the matrix-vector multiplier demonstration
apparatus discussed in Chapter Ill. This is due to power requirements
set by the efficiency limits of the particular hologram constructed
which forced using more power at the input than could be handled by the
light valve at the designed resolution. Using more efficient holograms
would allow the use of the designed resolution limits.
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Appendix F
Hologram Construction Apparatus and Exposure Procedure
The hologram construction apparatus and exposure procedure are
described in more detail in this appendix, complementing the material
presented in Chapter Ill. A set of patterns reconstructed from the
recorded hologram will be shown.
Hologram Construction Apparatus
A list of all the components used for the hologram construction
shown originally in Figure 14 and repeated for convenience in Figure 36,
is given in Table 7. A laser source is directed by two mirrors M1 and
TRANILATKMI
ITAi[
Figure 36. Hologram exposure apparatus.
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Hologram Construction Apparatus
Component Description
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Laser
shutter
M1
M2
STM 1
STM 2
Reference beam components
M3
optical fiber coupler (OFC)
optical fiber
Positioner
LI
L2
L3
PI
Object beam components
M4
beam expander
P2
M5
masks
translation stage
diffuser
aperture
photographic plate
translation stage
45mW helium neon laser source
Mirrors MI and M2 for beam height
and direction alignment.
variable beamsplitter, attenuator
variable beamsplitter, semi-
transparent mirror for beam
intensity ratio control
directs reference beam into
optical fiber
See Appendix G
Single mode 4 um core,
125 _m cladding
NRC output end optical fiber
positioner, for angle multiplexing
lOx microscope objective
42 mm @, 250 mm fl
62 mm @, I00 mm fl
polarizer
directs object beam into beam
expander
expands laser beam to 1" diameter
polarizer
direct object beam onto mask plane
produce patterns for objects
positions masks in object beam
provides even illumination onto
hologram
positioned by a translation stage
in hologram plane for exposure.
positions hologram plate for
spatial multiplexing
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M2 and two semi transparent mirrors, STM1 and STM2, to provide the
object and reference beam sources. STM I is used basically as an
attenuator to control the exposure intensity, as described later. STM2
is used to control the object and reference beam ratio; the transmitted
portion gives the reference beam and the reflected portion gives the
object beam.
The object and reference beam components are listed separately in
Table 7. For the reference beam the optical fiber is used for the angle
multiplexing of the reference beam. The output end of the fiber is
positioned in the focal plane of microscope objective lens, L1,
generating a collimated reference beam propagating in a different
direction for every fiber position. Lenses L2 and L3 are separated by
the sum of their focal lengths and act as a telescope providing the
angular magnification needed for the different reference beam directions
such that the angular separation between reference beams satisfies the
angular selectivity of the holographic emulsion derived in Chapter II.
The object beam is provided by a beam expander illuminating a mask
plane. The masks are arranged side by side on a screen and shifted
sideways using a translation stage to provide different mask patterns
for each of the different reference beam directions. A diffuser placed
in front of the mask plane allows uniform illumination of the recording
aperture in the hologram plane. The holographic plate is mounted on a
translation stage to allow moving the plate for each set of multiple
exposure holograms. In the experiment performed, four recording areas
were exposed two with five superimposed exposures in one row, and two
with 4 superimposed exposures in another row.
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The recorded patterns were for the addition operations modulo 4 and
5. The masks for modulo 5 have the same shape as the mapping unit
patterns shown in Figure 2b. A similar set of masks for modulo 4 were
used in that case.
Exposure Procedure
The exposure procedure for producing a set of four multiplexed
holograms, of the type described in Chapter Ill is presented in this
appendix. A detailed 27 step procedure is given for producing four
multi-exposure holograms arranged in a square. Two of the four multiple
exposure holograms have four superimposed (angle multiplexed) exposures
while the other two have five superimposed exposures.
The 27 step procedure follows:
1. Arrange all optical components as shown in Figure 36 for
convenience, except for the photographic plate and lenses. Verify that
the path lengths for object and reference beams are equivalent taking
into account the length of the optical fiber.
2. Turn on laser beam and align beam axis parallel to optical
table at the desired height.
3. Align mirrors in the object and reference beam paths to
establish axes and have both beams intersect in the hologram plane. The
axes should be oriented at angles of about 30° on opposite sides of the
hologram normal. Bypass the optical fiber at this stage replacing it
with a mirror so that the light is directed toward the hologram plane.
4. Insert lenses maintaining beam axis directions.
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5. Replace the mirror in the reference beam path with the optical
fiber, the input coupler and the output positioner. Using mirror M3
direct the light into the optical fiber coupler (OFC). Adjust and align
the fiber coupler for maximum output from the fiber using a detector at
the output end.
6. Position the output end of the fiber so that the beam emerges
parallel to the established axis, i.e., centered in the microscope
objective immediately following the fiber. The reference beam should
now be filling the exposure area aperture in the hologram plane. Again
verify that the object and reference beam path lengths are equivalvent,
including the fiber length. Slight adjustments can be made by moving
the OFC closer or further away from mirror M3.
7. Align beam expander in object beam to give a collimated output.
8. Position the mask screen using the translation stage. Observe
pattern imaged onto the hologram plane and adjust it such that it is
centered on the exposure aperture in that plane.
9. Adjust object and reference beam polarizers such that the same
polarization is incident on the hologram plane.
10. Adjust STM I so that about 50% of the intensity is transmitted
to allow for increases in intensity at a later stage.
11. Check that all patterns formed by masks mounted on the
translation stage can be positioned in the center of the object beam;
mark the position for each pattern such that it can be set again in the
dark. Similarly change the position of the fiber output end to check
that all the generated reference beams overlap in the aperture plane.
Adjustment of the position of lens L3 may be necessary.
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12. Set the optical fiber and mask screen to the positions to be
used for the first exposure.
13. Turn off room lights.
14. Measure object and reference beam intensities. Adjust the
variable beam splitter to ensure that the reference to object beam ratio
is in the 2:1 to 3:1 range. If the reference beam intensity is too weak
due to the polarizer, rotating the fiber may change polarization
allowing a stronger intensity. The total intensity for both beams
should be adjusted so that exposure times can remain short, on the order
of 0.5 seconds. If the total intensity is too weak adjust STM 1.
15. As a check before starting the exposures, position each of the
patterns in the object beam, and the optical fiber in the associated
reference beam position. Adjust STM I for each set to give the
appropriate increase in intensity over the first exposure. Verify that
the object to reference beam ratio is maintained throughout.
16. Reposition the
first exposure.
17. Determine the
masks and fiber to their positions for the
exposure time and set the shutter. The same
is doneexposure time is used throughout; increasing the exposure level
by increasing the total intensity by adjusting STMI.
18. Remove the photographic plate from storage and position it
using a translation stage to perform the first set of exposures.
19. Expose the emulsion.
20. Change the pattern and fiber position to those used for the
next exposure.
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21. Set STM 1 to give the desired increase in intensity.
22. Set the shutter.
23. Expose the emulsion.
24. Repeat steps 20 - 23 until all exposures have been made.
25. Move the photographic emulsion to its new position for
next set of superimposed exposures.
26. Repeat steps 20-25 until all spatially multiplexed
are recorded.
27. Process the emulsion in the appropriate chemicals.
the
holograms
In the experiment performed the set of four exposed areas, two with
four superimposed exposures and two with five superimposed exposures,
were recorded using the above procedure. Kodak 649F-AH,
were used. The intensities of the reference and object
different exposures are listed in Table 8. The exposure
case was 0.5 sec. The values used closely match those determined
Equation (27) in Chapter II for 10% conversion per exposure.
The chemical processing steps and times are listed below [69]:
2"x2" plates
beams for the
time in each
from
I. Developer, D-19; 5 minutes.
2. Stop bath; 30 seconds.
3. Fixer, Rapid Fixer; 5 minutes.
4. Wash, distilled water; 10 minutes.
5. Bleach, 5% Cupric Bromide solution; 7 minutes after clearing.
6. Rinse, Distilled water: 30 seconds.
7. Clearing bath, mixture of two solutions; one part of a
potassium permanganate solution (5g in I liter of distilled
water), to ten parts of a potassium bromide solution (10 cm3
sulfuric acid, 110gms KBr, in I liter distilled water); until
clear.
8. Wash, distilled water; ten minutes.
9. Dry at room temperature.
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Table 8
Exposure Table
Exposure #
n
Reference beam
Intensity
Object beam Total1
Ratio
Ir/lo
1 .0960 .0357 .1350 2.69
2 .1053 .0395 .1490 2.66
3 .1210 .0455 .1700 2.66
4 .1287 .0510 .1850 2.52
5 .1395 .0539 .1972 2.59
In/ll
1.0
1.1
1.25
1.37
1.46
It is assumed that bleaching the hologram provides
change of absorption variation into a refractive index
However, some variation in thickness invariably introduces
a complete
variation.
noise into
the system due to scattering. In order to minimize the scattering the
emulsion was put in a mineral oil gate before using the hologram in the
experimental apparatus for the matrix vector multiplier. Mineral oil
has a refractive index of approximately 1.48 close to the emulsion
refractive index of 1.5. A cover glass placed on top of the mineral oil
film was held securely by two metal spring clamps.
The eighteen exposures for the constructed holographic memory were
recorded using the procedure outlined above and processed using the
processing steps listed. The photograms of the patterns reconstructed
from the recorded holograms are shown in Figure 37.
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It is noted again that the generated patterns are rotated by 45° to
accomodate the light valve Diagonal Shift Orientation used in the
design. The position coded input source array used to reconstruct the
different patterns was oriented at a 45 ° angle to the horizontal and
consequently, the reconstructed patterns are too.
Appendix Summary
The hologram construction
described in this appendix.
apparatus and exposure procedure were
Photograms of four sets of patterns
reconstructed from the recorded hologram were shown. One of these sets,
with five reconstructed modulo five addition patterns was used in the
optical matrix vector multiplication demonstration apparatus described
in Chapter Ill.
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APPENDIX G
Description of Optical Fiber Coupler
A description of the optical fiber coupler used to couple light
into a single mode optical fiber is presented in this appendix. This
fiber is used to provide the reference beam in the hologram construction
apparatus described in Chapter Ill and Appendix F.
A lens is typically used to couple light efficiently into a single
mode optical fiber. A lens with the appropriate matching numerical
aperture and the fiber must be aligned such that the fiber core is
located in the focal plane of the lens. A single mode fiber has a core
of approximately 4pm diameter into which the light must couple, and a
125um cladding. The alignment is usually accomplished by using a
positioner with multi-axis control; however this positioner is expensive
and takes up valuable bench space.
A simpler positioner was designed and constructed to accomplish the
alignment needed. This type of positioner was initially used to align
fibers in an array of inputs for an optical temporal integrator. One of
these devices was used to couple
hologram construction apparatus.
A diagram of the cylindrically
light into the fiber used in the
shaped positioner is shown Figure
38. There are two main sections to the unit, one to hold and position
the fiber shown at the left in Figure 38, and another to hold and
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position the lens shown at the right. Both these sections are inserted
into a hollow tube. The fiber used was purchased from Lightwave
Technologies and the lens was a IOX student microscope objective.
The fiber is placed in the shaft of a Pentel pencil holder (.3 mm
lead size) with the holder end tightly holding the fiber tip. This end
of the shaft is threaded and is inserted into a unit with matching
thread (A in Figure 38). This unit is spring loaded such that a pair of
set screws one of which is shown at the top can be used to control the x
and y position of the fiber end. The threaded unit is held in place
in the z direction by a washer and spring (B in Figure 38).
The lens is inserted into
microscope objective lensThe
metallic lens holder is discarded.
located between the lens and a stopper
screws and a washer on the far right
position of the lens.
the other
optics is
A
end of the cylindrical tube.
used intact after the outer
spring (C in Figure 38), is
inside the tube so that two set
of the tube can control the z
With the x and y axis control at the fiber end and the z control at
the lens end of the tube, it is possible to couple light travelling
through the lens into the fiber. A window located near the fiber tip
position along the tube allows initial alignment of the components.
In summary, a simple tube shaped optical fiber holder has been
described where a fiber mounted in a Pentel pencil holder is inserted in
one end of the tube and a IOX microscope objective is inserted into the
other end. The fiber and lens are positioned to couple light into the
core of the single mode fiber.
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APPENDIX H
TIME RESPONSE
The response time of the system from the time an input read beam
for the multiplier loop is turned on, until the adder output appears, is
appendix. This
the negligible
documented in this
response time (plus
system).
A detector placed in the
measure the response time.
is essentially one light valve
light propagation delay in the
adder ouptut
The detector
oscilloscope and the trace is shown in Figure 39.
seen to be on the order of one second.
I 0.5 VOLTS/DIV.
array position was used to
output was displayed on an
The response time is
iiln; .l m
r
0.5 seclDIV
Figure 39. Response time.
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